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ABSTRACT
Efficient Resource Allocation in Multiflow Wireless Networks
by
Gareth B. Middleton

We consider the problem of allocating resources in large wireless networks in which multiple information flows must be accommodated. In
particular, we seek a method for selecting schedules, routes, and power
allocations for networks with terminals capable of user-cooperation at the
signal level. To that end, we adopt a general information-theoretic communications model, in which the datarate of a wireless link is purely a
function of transmission power, pathloss and interference.
We begin by studying the case of resource allocation when only pointto-point links are available. The problem is NP-hard in this case, requiring an exponentially-complex exhaustive search to guarantee an optimal
solution. This is prohibitively difficult for anything but the smallest of
networks, leading us to approximate the problem using a decomposition
approach. We construct the solution iteratively, developing polynomialtime algorithms to optimally allocate resources on a per-frame basis. We
then update the network graph to reflect the resources consumed by the
allocated frame. To manage this decomposition, we present a novel tool,
termed the Network-Flow Interaction Chart. By representing the network in both space and time, our techniques trade off interference with
throughput for each frame, offering considerable performance gains over

schemes of similar complexity. Recognizing that our approach requires a
large amount of overhead, we go on to develop a method in which it may
be decentralized. We find that while the overhead is considerably lower,
the limited solution space results in suboptimal solutions in a throughput
sense.
We conclude with a generalization of the Network-Flow Interaction
Chart to address cooperative resource allocation. We represent cooperative links using "metanodes," which are made available to the allocation
algorithms alongside point-to-point links and will be selected only if they
offer higher throughput. The data-carrying capability of the cooperative
links is modeled using Decode-and-Forward achievable rates, which are
functions of transmit power and interference, and so may be incorporated
directly into our framework. We demonstrate that allocations incorporating cooperation results in significant performance gains as compared to
using point-to-point links alone.
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1

Introduction

As the nature of point-to-point wireless links has become more comprehensively characterized, the wireless research community has broadened the focus of its study to
include more than two terminals. This has been motivated largely by the rise of
modern cellular networks and the struggle to deliver data to an ever-more thirsty
subscriber pool. The traditional cellular architecture-widely in use today for both
telephony and wireless computer data-is nothing more than a collection of pointto-point links. The channels between all of the users and a common access point
are nearly perfectly orthogonalized in some manner: either through time-division
(as in the case of GSM cellular or 802.11), or through code division (IS-95, 3GPP,

WCDMA).
As a consequence of this orthogonalization, the delivery of higher throughput to
users has been accomplished to date in a brute-force manner: the deployment of more
access points. Each one offers more timeslots or codes to serve the increasing user
demand. However, even this has its limits: dense urban environments like New York
pose geographical challenges to system designers, leading to situations in which the
user base cannot be satisfied despite massive capital investment [95].
An alternative approach recognizes that at any given time, it is unlikely that all
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Figure 1.1: A cellular network in which all links are between a central base station
and individual mobile terminals.
users in a network are actively transmitting data. In particular, there often exist
many "idle" devices: those which are powered, registered with the network, but not
acting as a data sink or source. A system architecture may be developed around
this notion, in which there are relatively few access points; rather, idle terminals may
forward information between end terminals and the backhauled access points.

The orthogonalization in the traditional cellular architecture of Figure 1.1 results
fundamentally in a series of point-to-point links. However, relaxing the orthogonal,
centralized network constraints leads to the ad-hoc architecture suggested above and
visualized in Figure 1.2. Here, we are dealing with a collection of interfering multihop links, across which many different streams of data must flow. The orthogonal
point-to-point case has been widely studied in the literature, across all levels from
basic signal design to abstract information-theoretic capacity. The interfering multiterminal network, on the other hand, has proven to be much more difficult to analyze.

3

Figure 1.2: An ad-hoc network in which links exist between all devices in the network,
not just between all devices and a common base station.
At its most basic, this is the consequence of the interfering nature of the network. Simultaneous transmissions sharing a common bandwidth affect each other
in unpredictable and mathematically troublesome ways. The overall performance is
a combination of the channels between the terminals, the signalling scheme used to
transmit the information, and the power used at each transmitter. The difficulty in
characterizing these effects and interactions increases exponentially with the size of
the network, resulting in an NP-Hard optimization program.
Some multiterminal architectures have admitted analysis; perhaps the most famous is the relay channel, in which two end-point terminals communicate with the
help of a third relay terminal. However, this architecture has been studied primarily
in isolation. That is, the additional interference caused by the relay terminal has not
been studied as to its effects on other transmissions in a larger network. This is partly
due to the interfering nature of large networks in general, but more a result of the
specific constraints the relay architecture imposes. In particular, the transmissions of
the source and relay are coupled both temporally and spatially; relay gains are the
consequence of this coordinated action of two terminals.
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It is in this type of network that we propose to perform resource allocation: all
terminals share a common bandwidth to transmit multiple information flows, and
may potentially cooperate with each other on the signal level as described. We set
the goal of determining, on a fine-grained timescale, the behavior of the network
such that the throughput of the data flows involved is optimized. Put concisely, we
seek to jointly determine who is transmitting (scheduling), where those transmissions
are bound (routing), at what power level those transmissions are happening (power
control), and whether or not signal-level cooperation should be employed.
We make several contributions towards answering these questions in both the modeling and algorithmic domains, which this document will describe in detail. Throughout this thesis, we will consider the most general case of a large ad-hoc wireless
network: one in which there are several sources of information bound for different
destinations, and in which all transmissions interfere.
Graphical models have long been used to describe terminals and interconnections,
with origins in the wired networks deployed in the middle part of the last century.
In these models-commonly referred to as network graphs, vertices are used to represent the terminals themselves, and edges represent the connections between them.
Problems in these types of networks are typically of a routing and congestion-control
nature, i.e. what is the best path to move data through the network, and how can
the load in main links (trunk lines) be managed so that all flows get some sense of a
fair share.
In the wireless environment, the network graph becomes much more complex,
since devices are "connected" to all terminals in the near vicinity, whether they mean
to be or not. The notion of "connection" depends on the physical layer model in use,
which describes the radio technology used to transmit information between devices
over the air. Network graphs for wireless systems therefore require a variety of sup-
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porting assumptions in contrast to wired networks, in which there either is or is not
a connection between terminals (so that an edge exists or not in the network graph).
Wireless networks, due to the nature of the medium, may have connections between
terminals but representing differing data rates, which must somehow be modeled in
the graph. Further, the state of connections between terminals may be evolving with
time, meaning that the network graph can be constantly changing.
The structure of the network graph-its size, directionality, connectivity, etc-can
be viewed as the fundamental premises from which a research study begins. There
are many different approaches taken in the literature, from the information-theoretic
asymptotic analysis of infinitely large networks to the protocol development for small
random-access networks. To place our work in context, we now discuss the state of
art in this area.

1.1

State of the Art

Resource allocation in wireless networks has been studied from two main viewpoints:
large-scale information theoretic analyses and medium-access control studies both
lend very different flavors to the same problem, giving very different results. The order analysis of large networks, pioneered by Gupta and Kumar [32], opened the door
to a variety of information-theoretic network studies. Defining the transport capacity
of the network is the product of all bits and the distances they have traveled, this
paper relates the asymptotic size of the network to the overall data-carrying capacity.
This work and its extension [103] assume simplistic transmission schemes, precluding
multihop transmissions and cooperative technologies, resulting in an interferencelimited regime of operation and a consequent degrading of transport capacity as the
network grows large. More recently, [64] relaxed some of these constraints, permitting
cooperative technologies and interference-cancellation techniques. However, their or-
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der analysis still shows achievable rates tending to zero as the network becomes large.
With a view to studying achievable transport capacities for networks with fixed size,
the upper bound on transport capacity been established for the multihop case with
interference [47], and a hierarchical scheme for achieving it has been developed [84].
This line of study has also been extended to fading channels [104], where it is shown
that in fast-fading environments, multi-hop techniques can allow linear growth in
transport capacity even without full channel-state information (CSI). The study of
networks without full CSI has been continued through the application of percolation
theory [24] and physics-inspired channel models, both of which can determine the
limits of network capacity [25].
Information theoretic analysis is useful for bounding the performance of large
networks, but it fails to address the practical problems of scheduling and routing,
which must be resolved before a system can be implemented. This requires limiting
the network size, allowing the terminals and their connections to be represented as a
directed graph. While routing data through a directed graph may be accomplished in

O(N3 ) time [17, 6], computing optimal schedules is known to be NP-Hard [13, 77]. As
such, throughput bounds for non-asymptotic networks are considerably different from
those found under order analysis, as demonstrated by the approximation methods
used in [10].

1.1.1

Network Connectivity Models

In the formulation of the graph-based network, a critical choice is the interference
model applied to the transmissions; in this vein there are two commonly-used models:
the protocol model, in which links are said to fully interfere if the receiver is within
some distance of another transmitter, and the physical model, in which a link exists if
the signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver remains above some
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threshold. As a result of the narrowing of network parameters and the introduction of
a more stringent interference model than in the order-analysis, the metric of network
performance must change as well. Instead of studying the transport capacity, limitedsize network analyses generally consider the rate region of a network, which is the
set of vectors of link rates which are stable and achievable for a given traffic demand
under some scheduling algorithm [54]. Of note here is that a common assumption
across interference models is that of constant packet sizes, such that if the link exists,
a certain amount of data is successfully transmitted probability tending to one.
Both the protocol model and the physical model result in directed-graph networks,
which can be mapped to a conflict graph [43], from which scheduling becomes a coloring problem. The distinction between the two lies in whether the algorithm is required
to be iterative, as the conflict graph updates as different links are activated under the
physical model. In this paradigm, the challenge is to identify matchings in the graph
corresponding to feasible schedules. The first polynomial-time link scheduling algorithm appeared in [36], though distributed algorithms recently have appeared; [97]
employs a token-passing technique, and [76] schedules a directed-graph network with
guaranteed maximum throughput using gossip algorithms. Applying the protocol
model to random-access networks, [46] proposes a distributed algorithm guaranteed
to deliver a bounded fraction of a throughput vector on the convex hull of the rate
region for arbitrary networks. Incorporating carrier-sensing multiple access (CSMA)
allows graph-theoretic matching techniques to be applied in a distributed sense, as
shown in [90]. The flexibility of the protocol model also allows link pricing techniques
to be used to generate schedules, as recently done in [105]. These results generally
assume that the network topology must be known to a centralized scheduler, which
may be impractical in rapidly evolving networks. Recently, [108] has relaxed this assumption, presenting a randomized, distributed algorithm which computes schedules
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capable of delivering rate vectors at any point on a lattice in the feasible rate region.
The scheduling problem alone assumes that traffic demands and terminal resources
are fixed. By contrast, there is the "cross layer" problem [67, 29] of choosing schedules,
routes and power allocations together. This optimization was first studied by Cruz
[15], who solved it for the protocol model using a Lagrangian dual decomposition. The
same approach extends to the SINR model [22] and also to other objective functions,
including power [7] and congestion [11].
Lagrangian-dual algorithms suffer from worst-case exponential complexity in the
number of terminals, which led to efforts to approach the joint-resource allocation
problem using multicommodity flow techniques. This has been done for the general
large network [71], and also for the specific problem of scheduling and routing in
limited-size networks [102]. These techniques require relaxation of the integer constraints on routing and scheduling, which must be re-enforced through a randomized
rounding approach [89].
Our problem is one of cross-layer design, in which physical layer parameters interact with network layer decisions. Jointly allocating resources at both layers was
investigated first by Cruz et. al. [15] in the point-to-point context, where a linear
program approach is used to solve the scheduling and power allocation problems, the
solutions to which are fed into a routing algorithm. This line of inquiry continues in
other work, namely in [54] and [22], and most recently in [56] and [66]. There are
two common themes in these works: although each presents a method to solve the
joint allocation problem, all of the solution techniques assume point-to-point links.
Further, each assumes a fixed packet size, usually by way of enforcing a minimum
SINR constraint. This precludes fine-grained physical layer rate control, which is a
key element in making cooperation possible in large networks.
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1.1.2

Allocation with Cooperation

Although our approach is general to any characterizable multiterminal scheme, we
will restrict our attention in this paper to the relay channel [98, 14], shown in Figure
6.1. Throughout, we will describe the relay system in terms ofits three terminals and
its two phases. The three terminals are uniquely the source, relay, and destination-we
note the uniqueness because the data capacity of the cooperative link will change if
the terminals change roles. The first of the two phases is the broadcast (BC) phase,
in which the source alone transmits, but both the relay and destination receive. Note
here that two atomic links are active, one between the source and relay, and another
between the source and destination. The second phase is the multiple access (MA)
phase, in which the source and relay transmit simultaneously to the destination.
The destination, because it receives three packets over two timeslots, is then able to
receive more information from the source than it would have if the source alone had
transmitted. We will view this coordination action as a single physical layer unit,
which can be used by the MAC layer to aid data transfer in the larger network.
The study of joint resource allocation for cooperative links has become an area
of research relatively recently. Routing for cooperation has been studied in [60],
where cooperative nodes were used to improve transmission reliability rather than
datarates. Cooperative routing (without the scheduling component) has been studied
in [110, 111] and [50] through the notion of a "virtual link," and in [107] in the form
of a layered network. From the medium-access layer perspective, [4] presents routing
protocols based on location estimation. [18] presents solutions to the routing and
power allocation problem in networks with cooperative links, but ignores the temporal
scheduling aspect. Game theoretic tools are introduced in [37] to aid in selection of
cooperative terminals for routing.
While the study of cooperation in this thesis is with a view to throughput im-
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provements, it has also been used to reduce energy consumption in the network, since
cooperative diversity has been shown to overcome the fading environment. In this
area, several works address cooperative routing for energy efficiency [50, 110, 41],
but do not optimize for throughput. Recent work in [16] does address throughput
optimization, modeling cooperative links as being capable of multipoint beamforming
in order to increase the overall throughput of a route. In this work, the topologies
are of a regular nature and scheduling is not considered; this thesis aims to fill that
gap, presenting a technique for allocation cooperative resources in polynomial time
regardless of the network topology and traffic demands.
In all of these cases, the allocation algorithms have had high complexity, limiting
their usefulness in fast-changing networks. This thesis will address all three issuesallocating space, time, and power-in one optimization formulation, solved in cubic
time.

1.2

Problem Statement and Contributions

As we have seen, there has been a considerable amount of research into resource allocations in large networks, much of it in the wireless networking paradigm. However,
as we have also seen, optimality guarantees have traditionally been available only in
asymptotic cases, or with high complexity. To our knowledge, efficient techniques for
determining the behavior of the entire network at all time instants are not known.
We seek to address this issue in the context of large networks with many multihop,
cooperative information flows.

Generally, the question we wish to answer is the

following:
Question: Given a large half-duplex wireless network with varying connectivity between terminals and a number of unique independent infor-
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mation flows, what is the optimal scheduling and routing of packets, what
is the optimal power allocation, and when should signal-level cooperation
be incorporated?
This question requires considerable refinement before we can begin to answer
it. First, we must formulate a network model founded upon the fundamentals of
wireless communication technology. From there, we must study ways to address the
complexity of the problem, in a theoretical as well as algorithmic sense. We may then
verify our solutions via simulation. As such, our contributions fall into three broad
areas:
1. Problem Decomposition: We present a method of reformulating the original

resource allocation problem as a series of smaller, easier problems.
2. Data Structure: Due to the nature of our system model, in which we study the
evolution of network conditions as a function of time, we must find a temporallyaware representation of the network. Our second contribution is such a data
structure, constructed from the network topology but also a function of time.
It will be shown that this data structure is naturally suited to representing
cooperative communication alongside traditional point-to-point links.
3. Algorithms: The sequence of subproblems we develop above may be solved
algorithmically, but such algorithms must be aware of the context of the subproblem, i.e. the initial conditions in each subproblem are consequences of
the solutions to the previous subproblem. Our third contribution is a set of
context-aware algorithms, which solve the subproblem sequence in cubic time.
Our first contribution is the problem decomposition. As we shall see, the joint
problem we define is exponentially complex and non-convex, resulting in prohibitive
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complexity. We will leverage the specifics of our problem-in particular the framebased nature of wireless communications-to rewrite this problem as a sequence of
optimizations for each data frame, which we can then solve optimally in cubic time.
Our decomposition trades off solution-complexity with data-management complexity. Each subproblem must be initialized, and the solution to that subproblem
becomes a part of the initial conditions for the next one. As such, we require a method
in which to manage this data. This is our second contribution, a representation of the
wireless network in graphical form. Our graphical model, termed the Network Flow

Interaction Chart (NFIC), is designed around the notion of discretization in both
spatial and temporal dimensions. We must impose a time-slotted system constraint
in order for this to hold, but under this general assumption, we are able to model
both the changing nature of the network as well as the differing quality of wireless
connections between nodes. We will show that the NFIC is also able to represent

groups of terminals acting together in a single transmission, as in the case of the
physical-layer relay network discussed earlier. In this way, our graphical model is
able to capture key features of the wireless landscape which then serve as inputs to
our optimization algorithms.
Our third contribution is an algorithmic structure which, under only mild assumptions on the operating characteristics and optimality criteria in the network, delivers
solutions in cubic time. Our central algorithm relies on the decomposition technique,
in which individual pieces of data in the network are handled separately. The solutions to these problems are cataloged on the NFIC for use as inputs to the subsequent
problems in the decomposition.
In constructing these results, we will need to major assumption that we have
all of the network state information: that is, we have instantaneous knowledge of
all N 2 channels between the N terminals, for T timeslots. While we employ this
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assumption to help us gain insight into the approaches most suited to this problem,
we immediately recognize that it is unrealistic in all but the smallest networks. As
such, we explore methods for decentralization, such that our techniques require less
information about the network to be effective. This is our fourth contribution: a
methodology by which our original, full-information technique can be deployed across
the large network without requiring full coordination. With nothing more than a sense
of locality, which we will define as terminals of such a proximity to support some target
transmission rate R, we will present techniques for fine-grained resource allocation.
Our final contribution is, in our view, the most meaningful and in some sense, the
most unifying. Drawing on our previous results-network representation, optimization algorithms, distributed methods-we offer a generalization to permit resource
allocation for multiterminallinks. Under study for more than three decades (as the
three-terminal relay link), multi-terminal links show great promise towards increasing
the throughput of a system, but with the downside of increased interference in the
larger network.
Our framework will allow, for the first time, a methodology with which to study
the usefulness of multiterminal links within the broader network. Within that class
we will consider only three-terminal relay links, but we will show that our framework
is sufficiently general so as to handle any variety of multiterminal link for which the
throughput can be characterized using information theory.
Our model and algorithm are extremely general by design. In this thesis, we will
consider a fully connected network in which data throughput is our metric, but we
will show that this is just one of many different ways in which a network may be
optimized using our technique.
Our approach to the general problem is outlined in Figure 1.3, which also gives
the outline of this document. The physical network topology, described in Chapter
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Physical Network

Network Topology
2
NFIC
3

Space- Time Representation

Topological Knowledge

Full
4

Partial
5

Physical Layer Technology

Results

Allocation
4, 5, 6

Figure 1.3: Organization of the document and our approach: the network topology
leads to an NFIC representation, which may be the result of either full or partial
network-state information. Transmission technologies range from simple point-topoint to cooperative techniques, leading to a particular network resource allocation.
2, gives rise to our space-time network representation, the NFIC, which we detail in
Chapter 3. The amount of knowledge available to the NFIC is either full (Chapter 4)
or partial (Chapter 4), and the communications technologies available to the system
include Point-to-Point (Chapter 3) or Cooperative (Chapter 6). The result is aresource allocation, which appear in all three chapters. In Chapter 7, we summarize our
results and present a unifying example: a decentralized multiflow allocation utilizing
cooperative links.

CHAPTER

2

System Configuration

Before we can precisely define our problem, we must specify the system model under
consideration. There are two key parts: the network model and the physical model.
The network model specifies the region and how terminals are distributed within it,
and the traffic flows the system must serve. The physical model specifies how the
terminals exchange information on a signal-level.
We precisely define each of these elements of our model here, then go on to use
those definitions to formulate our problem.

2.1

Network Configuration

We consider a network in a square region of size A 2 , in which we position terminals
according to a 2-dimensional Poisson process of intensity >.. We randomly define
F source-destination pairs from the terminals of the network, establishing sources

and sinks for F information flows denoted by s:'. 1 We assume a common clock and
synchronized timeslots.
Data is transferred for the flows in a stream of arbitrarily many frames, where
1 We

consider unidirectional flows here, but bidirectional data may be accommodated in our
framework by defining F more flows operating in the reverse direction.
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a frame is composed of small packets, the number of which is dictated by channel
conditions. As such, frames crossing good channels can carry a larger amount of data
than those being sent over poorer channels, leading us to model frame sizes as being
from the positive real line: any value between 0 and +oo. 1 We assume that frames
are fully transmitted within one timeslot, so that the temporal unit of allocation is
one timeslot.
Flow sources are infinitely backlogged, 2 and terminals are capable of only halfduplex communication, but can store frames in their memories for later transmission.
We will denote the set of N terminals by N, and will allocate resources over T
timeslots, where T may become large. Each terminal may use a maximum transmit
power PTx, and we denote the space of feasible powers with P. 3 We will allocate
resources for K frames, where the frames-per-flow ~ is an integer. An example of
this configuration is shown in Figure 2.1, for N = 49 and F = 3.
The flows transmit their data in a stream of many frames, which are indexed by
k. We regard a frame as being data transmitted between two terminals in a single

timeslot, making its way through the network from source terminal s(k) to destination
terminal d(k). Any terminal in the network may act in a forwarding manner, and
may also store data for future transmission. As such, we can define a schedule S
specifying which transmitter and receiver pairs are active in each timeslot. A schedule
specifying T timeslots exists in the binary space

rrNxNxT,

since each timeslot has N 2

binary variables specifying the transmission state of each link.
A schedule S is termed feasible if it specifies utilization of network terminals
such that frames travel from their sources to their destinations without violating
the routing and duplexing constraints of the devices. Defining the space of feasible
1 As

will be seen, quantization of frame size to a finite set of values is also possible in our model.
assumption is made for clarity but is not required.
3 While not shown here for notational clarity, each terminal may be assigned a unique PTx·
2 This
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Figure 2.1: Picture of network configuration. Terminals are deployed in an Ax A area
according to a 2D Poisson process of intensity A. F source (solid) and destination
(open) pairs are defined, between which resources for an integer number of frames
will be allocated. Here, A= 20, .X= 0.01, N = 49 and F = 3.

schedules requires the introduction of an auxiliary binary variable.

Definition 1. The allocation variable 1; (x, y) is 1 if frame k is being transmitted
from terminal x to terminal y in times lot t, and is zero otherwise.
Note that 1;(x, y) is indexed in both time t and space (x, y). Using this variable, we can define the set of feasible schedules S. It is constrained by the following
equations. The first is that all frames must be accounted for at all times:

L

It(x, y) = 1 V k,

t?:. 1

(2.1)

x,yE'N

Frames must originate from their sources at time 1 and terminate at their destinations at some time Tk > 1. Tk is a timeslot index, specific to each frame, after
which the frame has arrived at its destination and is no longer in transit across the
network.
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L I~(s(k), y)

-

(2.2)

1 V k

yE'N

'L:Itk(x,d(k)) -

1 V

k, Tk > 1

(2.3)

xE'N

The frame must not ever be received by its source or transmitted by its destination;
this eliminates the possibility of "circular routing" in the solution.

0

v

k,

t 2: 1

(2.4)

xE'N

L Itk (d(k)' y)

(2.5)

yE'N

We require continuity of routing: if terminal y received a frame in time t, it
must transmit it again in timet+ 1, even if it "transmits it to itself," If(y, y) = 1,
corresponding to data storage:

(2.6)
xE'N

zE'N

Last, we require that each terminal operate in a half-duplex mode and serve only
one frame per timeslot:

k

zE'N\(x,y)
Tx must be half-duplex

zE'N\(x,y)

Rx must be half-duplex

(2.7)
These constraints apply to all frames k and are specified in terms of source-
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Figure 2.2: (a) Frames must originate at their source in slot 1, so there must be a
' 1' somewhere in the row corresponding to s(k). (b) A terminal can handle only one
frame at a time, so rows and columns can have only a single '1 '. (c) A transmission
cannot accomodate more than one frame at a time, unless it is in storage. (d) Routes
must be continuous. (e) Visualization of how If (x, y) evolves over time for three
frames.
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destination pairs (x, y) and a third terminal z. An illustration of It(x, y) and the
constraints is shown in Figure 2.2. I may be viewed as a matrix, with the transmitting
terminals labeling the rows and receiving terminals labeling the columns. These
illustrations depict a network with N = 10 terminals and F = 2 flows. A colored
box indicates a '1' for the flow corresponding to that color. In pane (a), we show
constraint (2.2), where in timeslot 1, each of the flows must have a '1' in the row
corresponding to their sources. A similar figure may be drawn with vertical arrows
for (2.3). Pane (b) shows that for a given transmit-receive pair, there can be no other
active links in the corresponding row and column. This is the duplexing-multicast
constraint (2.7). A link can only handle one frame unless it is a "storage" link, as
shown in pane (c). Continuity of routing is shown in pane (d), where terminal 9
received the blue frame in timeslot 1 and must now transmit it in timeslot 2. An
overall visualization of how It(x, y) evolves with time is shown in pane (e).
We may also formalize the set of feasible power allocations P, which is simply
an N -dimensional space in which all terminals are allocated power levels between 0
and the maximum terminal transmission power PTx· The feasible region of powers is
defined as:

0

S Pt(x) < PTx
Pt(x) < PTx ·

V

L L
k

(2.8)

tST
It(x,y)

V

X

E :N

(2.9)

yEN\x

where the second constraint guarantees that if terminal x is not transmitting at
timet, its power assignment in that timeslot is exactly zero. This precludes spurious
solutions in which terminals expend power but without transmitting data. With these
definitions and constraints in mind, we make precise the related notions of schedules
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and routes.

Definition 2. A schedule S is the set of variables If for all frames k and times t

(2.10)
This set indicates which links are active during each time slot, and is a synthesis of
I across both time and space.

Definition 3. For frame k, a route is the sequence of terminals it uses as it traverses
the network. At timet, the terminal transmitting for frame k is written as

L: ={xI If(x,y) = 1}

(2.11)

Thus the route for frame k is
(2.12)

In this way, specifying the variable If(x, y) determines both the schedule at each
timeslot and the routes for all frames simultaneously.

2.2

Physical-Layer Model

We consider an extremely general physical layer model, one in which the size of a frame
is determined by the information-theoretic capacity of the link between two terminals.
This allows us to capture the notion of interfering-rather than colliding-transmissions,
introducing rate control and allowing a study of interference management at both the
physical and medium-access layers together. Our notion of a frame is a collection of
small packets, the fraction of which are successful being determined by the interference
level. As such frames may be of different sizes, depending on channel conditions.
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We use a pathloss-dominated additive white-Gaussian noise channel, 1 and follow the
worst-case assumption that transmissions interfere with each other purely as noise. 2
All terminals are subject to a peak power constraint PTx, the thermal noise level is
No, and the pathloss exponent is a:. With Dx,y we denote the Euclidean distance

between terminals x and y, such that the rate R on the link between the terminals
at timet for frame k is upper-bounded by Shannon capacity [93]:

(2.13)

where the interference term

'Yt(Y) =

L

Pt(z)D;,~

(2.14)

zE:N\x

Here and after, we use Pt (x) to denote the power used by terminal x in timeslot

t. We will collect all terminal transmission powers at timet into a vector Pt, which
exists in P.
Without loss of generality, we will consider a normalized bandwidth of 1 Hz and
timeslots of 1 second, such that

R't is the size in bits of frame k at time t, or equiva-

lently, the spectral efficiency fo the transmission in b/s/Hz. If the link between x and

y is not active, the rate is necessarily zero, as is Pt (x). This coupling of link-activation
and power appears in (2.9), where Pt(x) is multiplied by the link activation variable

I.
A critical element of our model is the notion that a frame cannot be larger than
what the bottleneck link in its route can support. This assumption means that we
perform an end-to-end allocation of a frame, without needing to break it in the middle
1 Although

the large-geographical area we consider here leads to pathloss-dominant channels, our
approach readily extends to fading environments.
2 This assumption is made for simplicity of expressions; a more intelligent interferencecancellation scheme may be considered.
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of its network traversal because a subsequent link is not strong enough to support it.
As such we define the size of frame k as Rk = mint Rf:.

Joint Problem Definition

2.3

Resource allocation entails managing interference in two ways: first by specifying the
transmission set If for all frames and timeslots, and second by selecting the power
level each terminal uses while transmitting so as to optimize some network-wide
parameter. Consider power p E JRN in use at the terminals at timet as given in the
vector Pt· We refer to the set of vectors over all timeslots asp, where each element
in a vector corresponds to one terminal. The space
allocations, which may be smaller than

j>Tx

j>

is the space of feasible power

if interference management constraints

prevent nearby terminals from using maximum power.
Network utility is a function of scheduling decisions and available power, according
to a mapping U :

JRNxT

x

J[NxNxT

-+JR. This function may be defined in terms of

throughput, aggregate delay, or some other relevant performance metric. Computing
the optimal utility U* requires finding the optimal schedule S* and power allocations
p*. If
JRNxT

j>

resources are available, we write a vector-valued allocation function A

-+ lR x

JRNxT

x

J[NxNxT

as A(j>) = (U*, p*, S*) where

U* =

(p*, S*)

=

max U(p, S)

pe:P,ses

(2.15)

arg max U(p, S)
pe:P, ses

In our network model, evaluating A(j>) amounts to populating I(x, y) for all frames
from the F flows over all timeslots, and choosing transmission power levels p. This
is an NP-Hard mixed-integer program in general, and since the convexity of U is not
guaranteed, the search space may have many local extrema in the continuous domain.
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As the utility function U, we choose minimum throughput across the flows:

(2.16)

U(p, S) =min r/
/EJ'

where the throughput rJf is defined as the sum of the data transmitted scaled by the
time in transit:

L

1

Rk

(2.17)

where we sum only the frames carrying data for frame

f. As such, evaluating (2.15)

,.,, = T

k={f,!+F,!+2F, ... }

with this U results in computing the max-min throughput allocation in the network.
This is NP-hard in general, and because the equation determining the throughput of U
contains a fractional form inside the logarithm in (2.13), U is non-convex. Replacing
(2.16) into (2.15), we have the joint minimax optimization problem:

max minrJ'

pE:J',SES

f

(2.18)

The remainder of this thesis will address the solution to this problem, which is an
NP-hard, mixed integer, non-convex problem.

2.4

Remarks

As we mentioned in the Introduction, one of the aims of this thesis is to relax the notion that all transmissions must be orthogonalized. As such, our model is not strict
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), but rather simply Time Division Duplex
(TDD). The TDD system permits interference, prohibited by the TDMA implementation commonly found in the slot-synchronized systems such as the Global System
for Mobile Communication (GSM). While this may appear to be a departure from
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established system-design norms in a literal sense, we point out that interference is
a fundamental concern in any communications system. In the case of the GSM,
the interference is managed by frequency reuse across cells, often resulting in wasted
resources.
Recognizing this, schemes have been developed to exploit temporal and spatial
"holes" in traditional cellular communications. Our motivation in the general model
we propose here is not to levemge a design consequence, but rather to design systems
from the ground up in which interference is optimally managed across the wide area.
Our choice of log2 (1 + SINR) may be viewed as an optimistic accounting of communications technology. We recognize that while this expression does not precisely
specify the capacity of our channels (which would require timeslots of infinite length
or infinite bandwidth), advances in coding techniques have brought this limit to the
forefront of possibility in today's systems. In particular, Low Density Parity Check
Codes (LDPC) are able to come within fractions of a decibel of this limit with modest
block length, on the order of tens of thousands of bits.

CHAPTER

3

Decomposition Approach and Tools

We wish to select a schedule S and power allocation p which solves the maxmin
problem

max minr/

pE:P,SES

f

(3.1)

This chapter will discuss the approaches one might take to solve the problem
posed in Section 2.3. We will discuss the complexity of the problem, followed by
a computationally-intensive "brute-force" solution technique. We will see how this
method breaks down for anything beyond the smallest networks, leading us to our
technique: a decomposition and associated data-management tool, used to both solve
and catalog the decomposition.

3.1

Complexity and Convexity

The schedule S is an integer variable specified by If (·, ·), and the power p must be
chosen to balance interference and throughput as specified by (2.13). We first consider
the complexity of selecting the scheduleS.
A system model similar to ours is considered in [86], though without the rate-
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control element. In this work, the authors show that computing a routing schedule
with minimum makespan (arrival time of last packet) is polynomially reducible to
the proven NP-Hard 3-BOUNDED-3SAT problem. This is the Boolean satisfiability
problem with three literals per clause, and in which each variable appears at most
three times in the expression. From an intuitive perspective, this is because linkactivation is inherently binary. The notion of terminals appearing only three times
and being grouped in triples is the result of the graph-coloring theorem. This reduction implies that computing the routing schedule for each frame is NP-Hard. We
refer the reader to [86] for details on the proof, but emphasize here the computational
difficulty in computing the routing schedule.
As a result, we must check all feasible schedules and routes the frames may take in
order to have an optimality guarantee for our solution, which becomes prohibitively
complex for networks with many terminals. For a given source-destination link in a
network of N terminals, there are N- 1 possible first-hop links. From each of those
possible first hops, there are N- 2 possible second hops, leading to N! enumerable
routes between the source and destination. Because

(N/3)N < N! < (N/2)N

(3.2)

the complexity of the integer problem-computing the routing schedule--alone grows
as O(NN) for large N.
Even if we fix a schedule and routeS, we must still compute the power allocation
p to determine the rate. This calculation is non-convex, as we demonstrate with a

simple example. Consider the network shown on the left in Figure 3.1, where two
flows are active in one timeslot: A---+ Band X---+ Y. On the right, we plot
- = 1 log
T
2

2

( 1+

PA) + 21 log
Px

2

Px)

( 1 + pA

(3.3)
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Figure 3.1: A simple two-flow network on the left, and the corresponding mean
throughput shown on the left as function of transmission power.
as a function of the transmission powers PA and Px.
Solution techniques seeking points at which the KKT conditions are satisfied will
tend to the circles on the extreme edges of graph, while the max-min point is the
green circle at the back of the plot. At these locations, complimentarity constraints
will bind such that only one flow is transmitting, and the other uses zero power. This
unfortunate situation is fundamentally caused by the fractional term the logarithm,
which immediately gives a non-convex system, clearly seen in the shape of the surface.
The joint problem is therefore extremely difficult to solve: the integer program is
NP-Hard, and the continuous program is non-convex. Any technique guaranteeing
the solution would necessarily check all N N possible integer solutions, and for each

one evaluate a non-convex continuous program in potentially hundreds of variables.

3.2

Numerical Solution Techniques

One method to find the solution to the joint problem is to employ a successive computational approach, using branch-and-cut techniques to first trim the integer program
and then randomized-restarts to address the nonconvexity of the continuous program.
The computational resources required for this type of approach are enormous, yet the
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19 Parameters
11
Table d(m,n) channel between nodes
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
29
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
39
31

1
2
3
4
5

1
19999
593.749346988923
2.19559654932551
1.78122212482944
1.62951499193315

2
593.749346988923
19996
2.17177342244564
4. 79,3168184394&7
3.35566363259265

Table traf(l,r) Traffic at rix
1
2

S

D

1
2

5
4

Sea la r Pmax /19/
scalar T ax /3/
positive variable Pow(n, t}
Power
binary variable Ind( ,n,t,l) Trans
variable rate
Total
variable frates(t,l)
Rates
positive variable rateslack(t,l.}

allocation for no(
ission schedule :
rate :
per flow per tie
Slack variable
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33 Equations
34
link(t,l)
35
src(l)
36
dst{l)
37
cont(n,t,l)
38
maxpow(n,t)
39
silence(n,t)

Only one link active at a ti e
Source ust trans it in slot 1
Destination ust receive in slot
Continuity at time t and t+1
Power cannot exceed P ax
Power must be zero if node isn ' t

Figure 3.2: Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) code for the problem at
hand. Here there are five terminals and two traffic flows, with a series of equations
constraining the solution to the scheduling feasiblity space defined in Chapter 2.
problem can be defined in a way that such brute-force techniques can be deployed.
When written in the Generalized Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS), our problem takes no more than twenty lines of description, as shown in Figure 3.2. This
description can then be fed into any of a variety of computational solvers, such as
the MOSEK, KNITRO, and LINDO Global [69] packages. These are all proprietary
solvers, made available on National Labs NEOS servers.
Because it may be easier for humans to formulate the problem in a series of
related yet possibly redundant constraints, the original system (while consistent)
may be overdetermined. To reduce this overdetermined system to its smallest (yet
possibly non-intuitive) form, the solvers first execute reformulation routines prior to
attempting a solution search. In Table 3.1, we report the computational resources
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System Parameters
N = 5,F = 1,T = 3
N = 5, F = 2, T = 3
N = 10, F = 3, T = 2

Equations
33
151
297

Continuous Variables
91
178
633

Integer Variables
75
150
600

Table 3.1: Computational complexity of our problem after reduction by the LINDOGlobal numerical solver. National Labs servers processing these problems limit the
integer program to 600 variables, meaning that the (10, 3, 2) system is the largest we
can study using this approach.

consumed by small systems, after reduction, when solved numerically. All dimensions
in our model-number of terminals, number of flows, and number of timeslots-are at
least an order of magnitude below those we wish to address, yet the size of the reduced
system is considerable. In particular, we reach the upper limit of the public-domain
servers for the third network, since we have a system with 600 integer variables-the
maximum permitted on the NEOS cluster.
In section 4.8.3, we will report the solution to a simple problem using the LINDO
computational solver, and will compare it to the novel approach we now propose.

3.3

Decomposition of the Joint Problem

The problem described in Section 2.3 is, as we've shown, prohibitively complex for
anything beyond the smallest of networks. In this section, we will describe the decomposition approach we take to bring this problem into a tractable domain.

3.3.1

Overview

We propose a decomposition of this problem across the frames k. Fundamentally,
we study the problem of finding a time-space allocation Jtk(·, ·) for one frame which
optimizes the utility gained from adding it to the network, and we then update the
resource availability P to reflect the power resources remaining after frame k has
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been allocated. As such, we break problem (3.1) into a sequence of subproblems
concerning only one frame, where the constraints If (·, ·) and resources p are updated
iteratively as we solve the subproblems for each frame, conditioned on the solution
for all previous frames. We treat frames from the flows in a round-robin manner, such
that frame k and frame k

+ F carry data for the same flow. Our algorithm, to be

discussed in detail in Chapter 4, is thus summarized as follows for the general case:
1. Given resource availability P, select the time-space allocation lf(x, y) for frame

k that maximizes the network utility derived from frame k,

u;.

That is, evaluate

(U;, P'k, Sk) = A(P) as if k were the only frame requiring network resources.

The result will populate lf(x, y) with 1's to indicate active links in the schedule,
which implicitly defines the route for that frame. p* represents power allocation
for terminals on that route.
2. Remove the resources used by frame k as it traversed the network according
to schedule

Sk.

That is, solve P = A- 1 (U;, Sk, P'k). Intuitively, this makes

the terminals used by frame k unable to offer resources to a subsequent frame,
enforcing constraints (2.1)- (2.7) as well as limiting transmission power of other
terminals to forbid future frames from excessively interfering with those already
in the network.
3. Use this updated resource set and repeat for frame k

+ 1.

Efficiency and complexity management motivate this choice of decomposition. We
will show that evaluation of A(P) may be accomplished in polynomial time for only
one frame with one source and one destination; similarly, the resource update in Step
2 above is also a polynomial time operation. We require the existence of solution to
maxp,S U (p, S), which means that the image of p and S under U must be closed and
bounded. Assuming finite resources P and since Sis constrained as in Section 2.1, we
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can consider any smooth and bounded U. Last, we require that A is reversible given
some schedule S*, power allocation p* and utility U*. Here, we mean that given a
level of network utility and a resource allocation, we must be able to identify the level
of resources remaining in the network; this requires that A- 1 exist, such that at any
timet, the mapping between network utility and required resources is invertible.
There are network architectures for which A- 1 is not available because A is not
one-to-one. For instance, consider the case of the cooperative allocation, in which a
single link may be composed of several simultaneous, coordinated transmissions each
of which is defined by several values in p. In this case A is many-to-one and cannot
be uniquely inverted. This will be addressed in Chapter 6.
While these concepts have been presented in the abstract to illustrate their generality, we will confine our attention to the throughput maximization problem described
in Section 2.3.

3.3.2

Decomposition

As the utility function U, we choose mininum throughput across the flows:

U(p, S) =min rJ'

(3.4)

/E~

where the throughput r/ is defined as the sum of the data transmitted scaled by the
time in transit:

rJ' = ~

L

Rk

(3.5)

k={f,f+F,f+2F, ... }

where we sum only the frames carrying data for flow

f, since frames are sequenced

in a round robin manner.
We employ a frame-wise decomposition of this problem, solving a sequence of
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problems (3.1) for each frame k. This requires enforcing the data flow constraints in
the variable I(·,·), while optimizing power over a space P defined such that excess
interference is not caused for existing frames in the network. Each frame may be
viewed as contributing an incremental element to the throughput of flow

J, as such

we seek to maximize this element. Denote with

kth

such that

ak-F

ak

the arrival slot of the

is the arrival slot of the last frame carrying data for flow

frame,

f. For each

frame in the sequence we seek to solve

(3.6)
which is the throughput contribution for this frame: the amount of new data divided
by the number of timeslots elapsed since the previous frame arrived. This contribution
is the result of the separability of the sum in (3.5).
We may now compare our iterative, per-frame solution to the full problem expressed in (3.1) above. In Figure 3.3, we have exposed in the abstract the three
dimensions of the problem: power allocation p, link activation decisions I(·,·), and
frames k. The figure shows the joint problem, in which decisions made for each frame
directly affect those made for the other frames-hence the bidirectional arrows between allocation points. For the purpose of exposition, the blue panes represent the
schedules and power allocations feasible for each frame; in the joint allocation, all
combinations are feasible subject to decisions made for other frames.
Our decomposition is shown in Figure 3.4. When problem (3.6) is solved for frame
k

= 1, all schedules and power allocations are feasible. After choosing the optimal

sequence of terminals I(·,·) for that frame, power allocations for terminals involved
are reduced such that all links operate at the same rate. This schedule and corresponding power allocation then determine feasible schedules and power allocations
for the second frame, which is a smaller space than was available for the first. This
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s

Figure 3.3: The joint optimization: the selection of schedule and power allocation for
each frame directly influences the feasible regions for all others.
process then repeats for subsequent frames.
While the decomposition makes our problem tractable in general, we must effi.ciently manage the data in the sequence of sub-problems. We now describe the data
structure we have created for this purpose. We name it the Network- Flow Interaction

Chart (NFIC), because- put succinctly- it represents exactly how data from network
flows interacts with the terminals in the network, and with other data.

3.4

Network-Flow Interaction Chart

Traditional network graphs lay out the network in a geographical manner, drawing
edges between nodes to represent connectivity. In our problem, we require a network
representation in which the connections between terminals are permitted to change
with time. Further, we would like construct a graph in which the evolution of these
connections is easy to monitor.
The frame-based nature of our network allows for a natural discretization in time,
and since terminals are physically separated in space, they are also discrete elements.
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Allocation
for frame 1
reduces feasible
schedules and
power choices
for frame 2

All schedules and
power allocations
are feasible for
the first frame

s

/

/

/

I
I

I

Power allocation
is reduced so all
links on route
have same rate

CDp
Figure 3.4: Optimization decomposition: the first frame is optimized among all feasible schedules with high power, then power is reduced such that all links operate at
the bottleneck rate. The feasible region for the frame packet is a consequence of the
allocation for the first, and the algorithm repeats.
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As such, we have two discrete axes to consider, which we will map into the two
dimensions of the graphical model. We discretize time in the x direction and terminals
in the y direction. Terminals are represented as nodes in the NFIC in the vertical
direction, such that their discrete nature is represented by the whitespace between
them in that dimension. 1

Definition 4. The Network-Flow Interaction Chart is a graphical data structure,
comprising of a set of nodes V, replicated across timeslots t as the sets Vt. The sets of
nodes Vt and Vt+l are connected with a set of directed edges Ct. The NFIC represents
T timeslots of network activity. The nodes and edges in the NFIC correspond to the
terminals and channels of the network at a given timet.
The nodes and edges in the NFIC correspond to the terminals and channels of the
network at a given timet, where time is indexed from slot 1.

Definition 5. Define the non-cooperative terminal mapping yNC : ']\[X T ---+ vNc X T'
which maps single terminals from the physical network to nodes in the NFIC.

3.4.1

Edges

The second component of our model are the edges of the graph, representing the ways
terminals are connected with each other at timet. For the time being, we restrict the
NFIC to be a directed graph, though in the future one may consider a hypergraph in
which edges may have one origin and many destinations.
At timet, the network has a particular state: terminals x andy are able to interact
in a way determined by channel conditions and also the actions of other terminals,
since all transmissions interact. If there is an interaction between terminals x andy,
we draw an edge in the NFIC, labeled e~·Y. In particular, because transmissions are
unidirectional, the originating terminal is x and the receiving terminal is y.
1 We

refer to terminals and in the physical network and nodes in the NFIC.
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Definition 6. Define the non-cooperative rate mapping ENc : :N2 x P x T --+ f.. NC x

T, mapping power availability at network terminals to edge weights in the NFIC.
Explicitly, for the channel between terminals x and y at time t, the edge

e~·Y

in the

NFIC is assigned a weight given by the mapping as:

e~·Y = log2 ( 1 +

p,t (x )n-a
x,y

LzEN\x Pt(z)D-;,~ +No

)

(3.7)

These mappings and the corresponding NFIC are illustrated for a small network
in Figure 3.5.

3.4.2

Node and Edge Weights

Directed edges in the NFIC represent data flowing between a pair of terminals, and
are given meaning with a weighting value. They may be drawn from any of the
following notions:

• Channel capacity: This is the case we study here, where edge weights represent the Shannon capacity of a point-to-point link in the network, as specified
in Definition 6.

• Channel state: In the protocol model, a channel may be said to exist perfectly
or not at all, depending on the interference at the receiver. In this case, edge
weights will be drawn from the binary field.

• Delay of the link: In cases of delay optimization, an edge weight may represent the time a frame spends enqueued at the source terminal before being
transmitted to the next terminal.

• Cost of the link: This general notion may be a function of power and time
needed for a transmission, when optimizations tradeoff energy expenditure with
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Timeslots

v

t=l

t=2

Figure 3.5: An example network (left) and the corresponding NFIC (right). The
mappings ENC and yNc define nodes and edges corresponding to point-to-point links.

delay.
This list is not inclusive; the edge weight may also represent a function of all of
these things, reflecting the utility of using the link. Node weights will also be assigned
from the same field as the edge weights, in a manner determined by the execution of
resource allocation algorithms.

3.5

Semirings: Optimal Subproblem Property

This data structure leads to our main result, an algorithm which does not require an
exhaustive search to find near-optimal routes and schedules for the network. Reaching this goal requires exploiting the Optimal Subproblem Properly, which allows us to
decompose the overall single-flow routing-scheduling problem into a series of smaller,
easier-to-solve problems. Specifically, we will decompose the routing-scheduling problem into a series of optimizations executed over only one time period.
Problem (3.6) will have this factorization property if the problem parameters meet
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some basic algebraic requirements. Namely, we must specify the set over which we
are optimizing and the update functions which affect our solution such that they form
a monotone semiring. If this requirement is not met, then the solutions obtained by
the dynamic programming approach cannot be guaranteed. In what follows, we draw
on notions from group theory [13].

Definition 7. By a semiring we mean a set A with summary and extension operators
EB and 0 and their corresponding identity and annihilator elements. We denote the
semiring as

(3.8)
As it relates to our model, we will assign weights to the nodes and edges from the
set A, and we will use EB and 0 to update these weights as we progress through the
chart. Namely, the node weights are updated according to

(3.9)
which is the semiring summary of all incoming edges, and the edge weights are updated according to

(3.10)
which is the semiring extension of the initial edge weight by its origination node
weight. Note that (3.9) does not apply to the set of nodes at timet= 1.

Definition 8. We define a path Lk for a frame k as a sequence ofT edges Lk =
{ e~(k),x, e~'Y, ... , eid(k)} where the indices s( k) and d( k) denote those of the source and
destination for the frame.

We will use .C to denote the collection of all unique paths between s(k) and d(k),
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since there will likely be more than one depending on the network topology. We now
illuminate these concepts with two examples of network-centric semiring definitions.
Example 1. Consider the case of a capacity maximization. Here, we wish to max-

imize the capacity of all the links in the route, which is to say we wish to maximize
the minimum capacity in the route. The corresponding semiring is

Kc = {IR+, max, min, 0, +oo}

(3.11)

The edge weights represent the capacity between two nodes, such that when optimizing for flow f, we can use equation {3. 7} to write

(3.12)
and the general optimization problem is:

maxmin{et: et ELl, Ll E ,C}
l

t

(3.13)

which corresponds to choosing the path with the largest minimum capacity.
Example 2. Suppose we wish to minimize the delay along a route. Here the edge

weights represent delay in transmitting from node x to node y. The corresponding
semiring is
Kv = {JR+,min,+,+oo,O}

(3.14)

and the general optimization problem is:

m,in Let, et ELl, Ll E ,C

(3.15)

t

which corresponds to choosing the path with minimum total delay {more generally, the
widely-studied "minimum cost path"}.
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Lemma 1. If K is a monotone semiring, i.e. is equipped with a partial ordering ::::;
and has a EB a

= a for all a

E A, and if values from K are assigned as weights to

the edges of a graph G, then the sequence of edges L from node s to node d which
extremizes the extension

(3.16)
also extremizes the same extension for the sequence of edges from s to k, where k is
an intermediate node on the path L.
In short, this lemma states that the optimal path between s and d is also the
optimal path between s and any of the points on that path. This means that at each
step in the chart, we must make a local decision on optimality; the optimal route will
never involve a suboptimal decision at any step. This is the key to our algorithm,
presented in the following chapter.

3.6

Specialized Applications of the NFIC

The NFIC may be modified to represent several specialized network configurations,
a few of which we discuss below.

• Wired Backhaul. In the case of a mesh network, there are several "super
terminals" in the networks which are connected to a wired backhaul of very
high bandwidth and essentially zero delay. The NFIC can represent these special
terminals as a type of "supernode," connected to each terminal in the network
but with the weight on the edge being calculated as between that terminal
and the nearest backhaul. Duplexing constraints are somewhat relaxed on this
supernode, since it functionally represents many different access points.
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• Terminal Arrival and Departure. If terminals are known to be joining or
leaving the network at predetermined times, they can be phased into or out
of the NFIC accordingly. This has application in, for instance, the addition of
congestion-relieving backhauls at peak traffic times.

• Warm Start. In this work we assume an empty network, but this need not
be the case. If the state of the network is partially known, i.e. if some frames
are already in the network and en route to their destinations while the NFIC is
being initialized, those allocations can be represented in the initial conditions
of the NFIC.
These are a few of the extensions possible on the NFIC. While we do not consider
any of these explicitly in the discussions that follow, we mention them as possible
applications of NFIC tools.

CHAPTER

4

Resource Allocation Algorithm

We now present the solution technique for problem (3.6) discussed in the previous
chapter. Namely, we must establish how I ( ·, ·) is populated, and how the space of
available transmission powers P evolves as frames are allocated.

4.1

Frame Sequencing

As discussed in Section 3.5, we will use shortest-path programming techniques to solve
(3.1) optimally for one frame at a time. To determine the sequence in which frames
should be allocated, we recall the max-min nature of the optimization formulation in
(3.4). Since the successive allocation of frames reduces available network resources,
we allocate the frame we expect to require the most resources prior to those expected
to require fewer.
We must determine this sequence without solving the joint problem. The pathlossdominant nature of our environment provides such a method: since terminals are
distributed according to a Poisson process, the average distance between terminals
is

Jx.

A frame requiring more hops is more likely to experience a rate-limiting long

hop, limiting its throughput. As such, we estimate that the flow with the longest end-
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Figure 4.1: Relative gains of scheduling the flow in descending order of Euclidean
distance over random sequencing and increasing-distance sequencing. Throughput
gain is reported for the minimum flow.

to-end distance should be considered for allocation first, followed by the one with the
second longest end-to-end distance and so on. After a frame has been allocated for
all F flows in this order, the sequence repeats for frame F + 1. This means that frame
k is carrying information for flow k mod F, since we increment the frame counter for

each individual frame considered. 1 Recall that we denote the terminal sourcing frame

k as s( k) and its destination as d( k).
In Figure 4.1 we report the relative increase in minimum throughput when using the maximum-distance frame sequencing described above over both random and
minimum-distance sequencing. We note that minimum-distance sequencing performs
worst , followed by random sequencing. This confirms our intuition that the longest
route is likely to experience the minimum throughput and therefore should be given
priority in the resource allocation. Note in particular that the throughput gain increases as flows are added to the network, highlighting how the resources consumed
by many short flows being allocated before the longer one reduce the throughput on
1

We consider round-robin allocation for streaming flows here, although an interesting optimization problem would be to attempt a more optimal sequencing.
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the longer flow.

4.2

Frame Allocation: Link Activation and Rate
Control

We explicitly describe how to solve (3.6) for the first frame. Prior to allocating any
frames, It(·,·) is zero for all terminals and P = PTx, since there is no interference
constraint in an empty network. We initialize the NFIC edge weights corresponding
to the capacity that link represents, as

x,y

et

l (1 + No + n-a)

+-- og2

PTx

0

x,y

(4.1)

for all t. This corresponds to the best rate (with normalized 1 Hz bandwidth and 1
second slots, the maximum frame size) between any terminals x and y, since terminals may use maximum power and, since no resources have been allocated, any single
transmission would be interference-free. We now assign the source node for frame 1,
s(1)1, a value of oo at time 1 corresponding to the infinite amount of data this source
wishes to send. If the source had less data to transmit, this would be reflected in
this initial source node weighting. All other nodes receive weight 1181 = 0 at time 1,
because only one frame is being considered. The dynamic programming shortest-path
procedure now executes on the NFIC: edges are updated according to the minimum
of the source node weight and the edge initialization weight, which corresponds intuitively to the rate-control notion that a frame cannot be larger than the channel can
bear, nor should it be larger than the amount of data at the source of the link:

(4.2)
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The node weights for timeslot 2 are assigned according to the summary operation
E9, maximization. We also record which edge gives rise to this maximum in the
auxiliary "history" variable hf:

maxe~·Y

Y2

V y E 'N

(4.3)

X

argmaxe~·Y

h2(y) -

V yEN

(4.4)

X

This corresponds to terminal y receiving data originating at s(1) from the intermediate terminal which offers the most data. In subsequent timeslots, this two-step
process of node-weight and edge-weight updates is repeated until all node weights have
stabilized, i.e. until

Xt = Xt+l

for all x E N. When this occurs, all data maximizing

routes between s(1) and all terminals have been determined. At any time-period t,
the shortest-path algorithm guarantees that the weight at the destination node d(1)t
for frame 1 is the maximum amount of data that could be transmitted over a route
with t -1 hops. As such, to calculate the throughput-maximizing route for a general
frame k, we evaluate the throughput-contribution for routes of lengths t as

k

"1t =

d(k)t

-t---a-k'--..:_F___1

(4.5)

which is the amount of data at the destination at time t scaled by how much time
has passed since the previous frame arrived. The arrival time of the previous frame
for this flow is ak-F, zero for k ~F. Searching rJf across timeslots for the maximum
value gives the frame contributing most to the throughput for this flow:

t opt -- arg max "1tk
t

(4.6)

The route Lk is then constructed by tracking back through the NFIC starting at
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the destination node d(k)topt' using the history variable ht(x). The last terminal in
the route is the destination: L~opt
relation Lf

= ht+ 1 (L~+l).

=

d( k). The others are found using the recursive

The binary link-state variable If(·,·) may now be updated

as well:

(4.7)

This technique will solve (3.6) for an individual frame k, populating I and calculating the power allocation p. Note how the execution of the dynamic programming
algorithm implicitly ensures that the schedule chosen will be feasible: in the solution
for frame k, only one link will be active per timeslot (2.1), there will be continuity
(2.6), and the source and destination will be visited only once (2.4) , (2.5). We now
show how resources are removed from the NFIC to enforce the routing and duplexing constraints on I for subsequent frames, step 2 in the general algorithm outlined
above.
An extremely simple execution of this algorithm is illustrated in Figure 4.2, where
one frame from s to d is allocated in a network of four terminals.

4.3

Optimality of the Solution Algorithm

Before showing how we allocate power to each transmitter in frame k's route, we show
the throughput-optimality of our algorithm as it acts on the NFIC for frame k. Note
in particular that the proof concerns the NFIC only, where cooperative terminals are
represented as individual nodes and edges, just as for the non-cooperative links.

Theorem 1. An allocation for frame k determined by the algorithm given above is
throughput-optimal for frame k, given an NFIC (V, e) and that the set from which
edge weights are drawn and the node- and edge-update operations together with their
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Figure 4.2: Example NFIC traversal for the network shown on the left. Initial node
weights are shown under the nodes in the first column, and initial edge weights are
shown on the edges. Updated edge weights are shown in parens. The optimal route
turns out to be from s to d through x, since two bits received over two timeslots is
greater than half a bit received in one timeslot.
identity elements form a monotone semiring.
Proof: We denote our monotone semiring as K = {JR.+, max, min, oo, 0}, where
max is the summary operation, and min is the extension operation with oo and 0 the
corresponding identity elements. Our set is the non-negative real line, since achievable
rates of channels cannot be negative.
Restrict attention to paths oft timeslots, and consider a path formed by a sequence
of edges in the NFIC from the source node in the NFIC at time 1, s 1 , and the
destination node at time t, dt.

Label that path Pi, where i indexes all possible

sequences of length t.
The sequence offering the highest throughput is the one yielding the most data in
the t - 1 slots the frame used to cross the network. The amount of data path Pi can
sustain is limited by its bottleneck. To represent the amount of data corresponding to
this path, assign labelli to the path as li = min{e~·x, e~·Y, ... , e:·d}, where ej·Y are the
edges comprising path Pi from s to d. li is therefore the minimum edge weight, which
from definitions 6 and 12 is the smallest data rate a link in the route can support.
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The throughput-maximizing path of length tis the solution to

(4.8)
This is (3.6) written in terms of NFIC edge-sequences, since the amount of data
is represented by li and we scale by the number of edges, each corresponding to one
timeslot. Replacing the definition of li into (4.8) gives a maximization over a set of
minimizations, or

argm~

~

{

. { s,x(i) x(i),y(i)
z(i),d}}
mint
e 1 , e2
, ... , et
t- 1

(4.9)

where x(i) and y(i) are the first and second terminals in edge-sequence Pi· Since
we are working with a monotone semiring, we may distribute the max over the min
without affecting the result of the calculation. This gives us the algorithm above:
maxima are calculated at each node over the edge weights, which are themselves the
result of minimizations. This holds for paths of all lengths, so that we identify the
optimal path of length t. Sweeping across timeslots for the maximum throughput
then concludes the proof.

4.4

Power Allocation Algorithm

Once the optimal route for frame k has been chosen, we must minimize the power
required to sustain the rate on that route, which in-turn minimizes interference in
the network. If the rate for frame k is Rk, then we update the power at each node in
the route according to

(4.10)
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which is nothing but the inverse of Shannon's capacity formula, solved for the transmit
power. Here 'Yt(Y) denotes the interference at terminal y during time t. Due to
the nature of the resource-allocation algorithm, no more than one of the nodes will
transmit at maximum power. Because we assume a pathloss-dominant channel, it
turns out that the longest or most-interefered hop will be the one which requires the
maximum power.

4.5

Edge-Weight Update

Now that we have scheduled and routed one frame (referred to with generality as
frame k here), we must update the NFIC to reflect this frame's impact on resource
availability. The NFIC managed our application of dynamic programming for the first
frame, now we demonstrate how it can also manage resource sharing among multiple
flows. Specifically, as we update the NFIC in preparation for allocating the next flow,
we must enforce the following rules:
• A terminal can transmit or receive from only one other terminal at a time.
• All terminals must remain half-duplex.
• Interference caused by a new flow cannot reduce the rate of an existing flow by
more than some tolerance ratio Rrnt.
In the following discussion, suppose frame k follows a route through the nodes
{n 1 , ... , nr}. The first constraint is the easiest to apply. We assign 0 to all edges
departing from or arriving at an active node, as shown below. The assignment of
I 0 = 0 is not arbitrary; it guarantees that this edge will never be selected in the
max operation during node updates, effectively making the link unavailable at this
timeslot. The summation of If over all nodes will be 1 if there is an active edge
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arriving at or departing from node nt, which causes zero to be assigned to the other
edges. We update for all y E :N \ nt, t ::; Tk to enforce the multiple-access and
half-duplex constraints:

ef'nt

+-

ey,nt
t
.

[1- L
[1- L

1:(z,n,)]

(4.11)

1:(n,, z)]

(4.12)

zEN\nt

e~t,Y

+-

e~t,Y

zEN\nt

The first update specifies that if terminal nt is receiving at time t, it cannot
receive another frame. The second update is similar except for transmissions. Next,
we enforce half-duplex constraints by assigning 0 to all edges arriving at a node in
time t if it is transmitting in that time, and zeroing all edges departing from a node
in t if it is receiving at that time. This guarantees a half-duplex system:

eY,nt
t

+-

ey,nt
t
.

[1- L INn,,z)]
[1- L 1:(z,n,)]

(4.13)

zEN\nt

e~t,Y

+-

ent,Y
t
.

(4.14)

zEN\nt

These updates are visualized in Figure 4.3, where the first set of updates (multiple
access and broadcast) are visualized in the left pane and the second set (half-duplex)
in the right pane.
All other edges with nonzero weights are available for subsequent frames. However, because we consider a fully interfering network, previously-allocated frames will
be impacted by any newly-scheduled simultaneous transmission, meaning that interference must be taken into account. Given channel conditions, interference is purely
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Figure 4.3: Example of enforcing constraints on I(·,·) in the NFIC. On the left, dashed
edges are those removed (weighted with 10 = 0) because a terminal may transmit
and receive only one frame at a time. On the right, dashed edges are removed due to
the half-duplex constraint, i.e. terminal w cannot receive in the first timeslot because
it is transmitting, and terminal x cannot transmit because it is receiving.
a function of transmission power, which also exactly determines the size of a frame
on a link. Managing feasible sizes of subsequent frames is therefore equivalent to
managing interference imposed on frames already in the network.
We define a loss ratio R1nt E [0, 1], the fraction of data rate loss permitted on
existing frames as a result of the introduction of new ones. Consider the leg from x
toy at timet in frames k's path, which is the most recently allocated frame. This leg
operates at rate

Rf, which would drop to Rf in the presence of the new frame k + 1:

Rk-fik
t
t
log 2 (

1+

1+

Pt(x)

No+rt(Y)
Pt(x)

No+i't(Y)

n-a)
n-a
x,y

(4.15)
(4.16)

x,y

where rt(Y) is the interference frame k is experiencing at terminal y from other existing
frames {1, ... , k- 1}, and it(Y) is the interference it would experience if another
frame is added to the network at time t. This equation can be manipulated to find
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the maximum tolerated interference i't(Y) in terms of frame k's allocated rate and the
tolerated loss fraction Rint:

(4.17)

By scaling the parameter R 1nt, we can select between full time-orthogonalization
(R1nt = 0) and full interference (R1nt = 1). Calculation of an optimal value for Rlnt

is topologically specific, though such a value can be determined experimentally. We
discuss this in more detail in the next section.
Since we have employed frame-wise decomposition, the next frame to be allocated
in the NFIC will be considered in isolation; hence we know that at most one new link
will be introducing interference to frame k. As such, we update NFIC edge weights in
time t as if any edge is used in isolation; to do so, we calculate the maximum power
any node z =/= x could use without causing more than i't (y) interference at y. x is
excluded from this calculation because it is already in use for frame k.

(4.18)
Evaluating (4.18) specifies the maximum power any terminal may use at timet
so as not to cause too much interference on frame k. However, there are k - 1 other
frames which must be considered; some of which may be closer to terminal z than
frame kin this timeslot, further limiting z's power availability. We therefore update
the power as the minimum of the previous maximum power or the maximum power
as calculated above: Pt(z) +-- min{Pt(z), f't(z)}. We can now update all edges from
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z at time t according to

zw
(
Pt(z)
et' +-log2 1 +No+ 'Yt(w)

v-a)
z,w

\;f

z,w E :N'

(4.19)

which is repeated for all t in Lk. This redefines the space of feasible powers P, as
was illustrated in Figure 3.4. With the NFIC so updated, we are ready to repeat the
procedure and allocate resources for frame k + 1. In this way-allocating resources for
one frame optimally, then removing them from availability before allocating the next
frame-we construct the master resource allocation for all frames in the network. In
particular, the schedule is constructed from the sequence of routes:

S=ULk=UI:
k

(4.20)

t,k

and the power allocation is the union of allocations at each timeslot, for each terminal:

p

= UPt(x)

(4.21)

t,x

The resulting allocation is the approximate solution to (3.1) above, in which we
have calculated p and S to maximize the minimum throughput among our flows. A
graphical depiction of this algorithm is given in Figure 4.4. Starting with initial edge
weights and frame and timeslot counters, we proceed through the steps discussed
above: assigning oo to the source node, updating edge and node weights until the
chart converges, and tracking back through the history to determine the allocation.
Power levels are selected, leading to updated edge weights, which then becomes the
initial condition for the allocation of the next frame.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the general resource allocation algorithm.
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4.6

Selection of

By scaling

R 1nt,

Rint

we can select between forcing full time-orthogonalization (Rint = 0)

and allowing full interference

(R1nt

= 1). In the full-interference case, this corresponds

to previously-allocated frames constraining the solution space in a scheduling sense

only. By this we mean that some terminals will be unavailable, but only because they
are handling a previously-allocated frame: not because they are too close to other to
be able to transmit without excessively interfering. For small networks, this happens
automatically; with very few terminals available, only a few frames may occupy the
medium at a particular time.
Calculation of an optimal value for R1nt is topologically specific, though a mean
value can be determined experimentally. We carry out such a simulation in both
low and high pathloss environments, for three information flows of six frames each
in networks with an average of 40 terminals. The results are reported in Figure 4.5.
The value
Rint

Tgain

is the increase over orthogonal

Rint

= 0 allocation. Lower values of

do not permit enough interference to allow the algorithm to exploit all degrees

of freedom, while allowing too much interference results in a "decoupling" of frame
allocation such that previously allocated frames are not considered in subsequent
allocations. Network isolation in the high-pathloss case means we require a lower
Rint

to see good network performance.

Most interesting is the difference in peak locations across pathloss value. Since
throughput is being optimized, transit time in the network-number of hops-is a dominating factor. With a = 2, the availability of short-hop routes is contingent on allowing flows and frames to interfere, which is why we require a higher R 1nt in that
case. This makes a variety of routes available to frames in the same flow, mitigating
the duplex penalty. With a = 4, there are fewer short-hop routes, meaning that more
frames following the same route, separated only by the duplexing penalty. Higher val-
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Figure 4.5: Selection of Rint for a two different network environments. Tgain is the
relative gain in throughput of allowing interference up to the fraction specified for R 1nt
over the interference-free allocation. Because network isolation is higher for a = 4,
less interference margin is required to see network gains.
ues of

Rint

permit frames on the same route to excessively interfere, lowering overall

throughput, hence the peak appears at a lower value of R 1nt·

4. 7

Computational Complexity

A strength of our approach is its low complexity. Here we calculate and analyze the
computational and storage requirements of the NFIC.

4.7.1

Calculations

Assume the overall schedule uses T time slots. At each time slot, we must do node
weight updates for all N nodes. In the worst case (fully interconnected or "fullinterference" network), this requires N EB operations, which here are minimizations.
We must then do N · (N- 1) edge updates for all outgoing edges. If we require T
timeslots for the schedule, this becomes 2T(N2

-

N) node- and edge-weight updates.

After computing the schedule, we must solve for the optimal power allocation, re-
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quiring exactly T computations, and then update all other the edges in the graph
accordingly. Since there are N 2 edges in each time slot, this update takes T N 2 steps.
We repeat this for all K frames scheduled, and arrive at the total

K(2T(N 2

-

N)

+ TN 2 )

=

KTN(3N- 2)

(4.22)

In the worst case, each of the K frames requires a hop through all N terminals.
Here, the length of the schedule (total number of timeslots used) is on the order of

K N, so that the complexity is K(3N 3 - 2N2 ), which is O(N3 ), considerably less than
the O(NN) required for the exhaustive search, and also on the order of the best-known
single-flow routing algorithms. The improvements we see over the exhaustive search
result from two aspects of our approach:
• Decomposition by flow: This decoupling allows us to route each flow with minimal complexity, though it does introduce some sub-optimality. This step enables
use to take advantage of dynamic programming methods.
• Dynamic Programming: routing individual flows on the NFIC using dynamic
programming techniques gives the O(N 3 ) improvement. This is a direct consequence of our problem possessing the Optimal Subproblem Property.

4. 7.2

Storage Requirements

The N nodes of the NFIC at any time period are associated with a weight and a
history variable, and each of the N 2 edges are also weighted. As such the memory
requirements for T time periods are T(2N

+ N 2 ),

linear in the number of timeslots

used and like the square of the number of terminals in the network. This is most
easily seen when recalling the matrix-representation of Jtk(·, ·).
The complexity discussed here is relevant only at the central authority, where the
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scheduling computation is being performed. In this discussion, we have assumed the
availability of full network-state information at the central authority. With this full
information we have been able to efficiently calculate solutions to the problem, albeit
in using a decomposition approach.

4.8

Optimality of NFIC Solution

We now discuss the relative optimality of our decomposition-based approach. Recall
that we already showed the optimality of the per-frame allocation in Section 3.5.
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the complexity of the joint problem precludes the
computation of an optimal solution against which we can compare our decomposition
approach. As such, we will consider two means by which to evaluate the relative
optimality. First, we will examine how our technique performs in the "bounding
cases" of very large or very small networks, environments in which the optimal solution
is known. Second, we will construct an upper bound by calculating the one hop
solution.

4.8.1

Extreme Cases

In the case of an extremely large network with many terminals and few flows, network
isolation results in little interference among flows; hence in the asymptote, as N --+ oo
and A --+ oo. 1 For a given number of flows F, network isolation results in the
separability of the overall optimization problem. In particular, /'t(x) --+ 0, decoupling
the transmissions from one-another.
The result is a series of resource allocation problems for each flow, which is exactly
the approach we take in our decomposition. Since network isolation is high, the
allocation of one flow before another will have very little effect on the resources
1 This

corresponds to an ever increasing network region with a fixed density of terminals.
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available for the next flow. As such, in this environment, we can claim that our
approach is asymptotically near to the optimal solution. Note that this is true only for
the allocation of one frame per flow, since multiple frames are now in close proximity
and the notion of network-isolation does not hold.
Now, consider the case of a very small network, consisting of N < 5 terminals.
This can be considered the "strong interference" case, where 'Yt(x) is large at all terminals. In this case, it is known [9] that TDMA is the optimal solution, since the
spatial degrees of freedom are so tightly limited. 1 Our algorithm, with the appropriately tuned value of R 1nt• reduces exactly to this case. After allocating resources
for the first frame, it will make virtually all network resources unavailable for the
timeslots in which that frame is in the network. Following that, the next frame will
be allocated a similar manner. The result is the optimal, TDMA solution.
Consideration of these cases leads us to feel confident in the optimality of our
approach-at either extreme of the network architecture, our technique results in the
optimal allocation. As yet undefined, however, is the performance of our scheme in
the "middle" region: relatively large networks, where interference must be managed
in both space in time. In an effort to understand the optimal solution in this case
without computing it explicitly, we consider a relevant bound.

4.8.2

Bounds

While our technique is near-optimal in the boundary cases, it is in cases where interference is most problematic-large networks with many flows-that we cannot evaluate
optimality directly. Cutset bounds may be calculated for our network, but their generality does not impose the scheduling and routing constraints we consider, resulting
1 Note that as mentioned in [9], TDMA is not optimal in low SNR environments. Here we
consider terminals sufficiently near to one another as to be termed "high SNR".
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Figure 4.6: We show the difference between NFIC allocation and the one-hop bound
described in Section 4.8.2. As the number of flows in the network increases, our
allocation approaches the 1-hop bound.
in a bound too loose to be of use 1 . This routing constraint inspires the bounding
result we present in Figure 4.6. Here, we bound the sum throughput for our flows by
optimizing the first hop from their sources. A consequence of the Optimal Subproblem Property is that if the first hop is optimized, no other allocation can possibly
outperform it, hence this is an upper bound on performance. To establish this value,
we search over all NF possible first hops and solve the power allocation problem
(which is non-convex) using a random-restart technique. To illustrate the complexity
of even this problem, a network of N

=

40 and F

=

5, the parameters we use in the

majority our simulations, has approximately 102 million possible first hops.
The result is shown in Figure 4.6, where we show the difference in NFIC data
forwarding capacity compared to that established by the one-hop bound, assuming
that all subsequent hops are as good as the initial one hop. Here we report the sum
throughput ratio in bits/sec/Hz, where we assume that the optimal schedule is the
same length as the NFIC schedule. Note that for only one flow being allocated, the
optimal first hop is the bottleneck part of the route we choose 10% of the time; the
bound is calculating throughput to any other terminal (i.e. there is no routing) , hence
1

Moreover, the cutset bound is combinatorial in the number of cuts which must be considered.
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the result is always the nearest neighbor terminal. However, as we allocate resources
for more flows, the rising interference in the network reduces the amount of data
that can be transferred simultaneously in one timeslot. Because the NFIC manages
interference efficiently, our throughputs rise as more flows are allocated. Although
we cannot compute it directly, we conjecture that as the number of flows tends to
infinity, we will converge to this one-hop bound. This will manifest as TDMA in high
utilization cases, which is what the optimal solution will be when computing in the
one-hop bound.

4.8.3

LINDO Global Solution

As discussed in Section 3.2, we can enlist the aid of a computational solver to produce
resource allocations for these networks. We consider the network shown Figure 4.7,
with N

= 5 and

F

= 2. As we mentioned earlier, the computational limits of the

servers implementing the solvers intentionally restrict our problem size, so we model
only three timeslots: T = 3.
Our max-min throughput problem was given to the LINDO Global solver exactly as presented in Section 3.2, which then worked to return a guaranteed-optimal
solution. Unfortunately, even in this limited network and with a relatively small
number of system variables, the computational resource ceiling was encountered with
every run of the solver. As such, the solution we present below is not guaranteed by
LINDO to be an optimal result. It is, however, on the gradient towards the optimal
solution and can be considered better than any previously processed allocations. In
this example, the computational solver evaluated 976,748 different solutions prior to
timing-out. By comparison, the NFIC technique required 15 nodes, 50 edges, and
140 update operations. The solution is calculated virtually instantly.
In Table 4.1 we report the solution returned by our NFIC, comparing it to the
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Figure 4.7: The small network we address using the LINDO Global solver. Here, we
limit the search space to 3 timeslots. Even so, we exhaust the computational limits of
our equipment. On the left is the NFIC solution, on the right is the LINDO solution.

LINDO solution reported in Table 4.2. We identify which link is active in each timeslot, and what the rate of the frames are. In the NFIC solution, all constraints are
met: continuity of route and also matching of rate across hops. While on the gradient,
the LINDO result violates the rate matching constraint- by orders of magnitude for
both frames. The integer program is still within the solution space, since continuity
of routing, duplexing, and source-destination requirements hold. However, the suboptimality of this solution is obvious: Frame II first begins by moving away from its
destination before turning around.
This small, seemingly trivial example highlights the extreme difficulty in computing solutions to this class of problems. We therefore abandon any further efforts at
computing a guaranteed-optimal solution, prefering instead to evaluate our methods
on wide area networks against other low complexity techniques.
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Ri

t=1
t=2

Frame I
e-ta
a--+e

0.201
0.201

t=3

-

-

Frame II

R;

a--+b

0.11

Table 4.1: Routing solution resulting from the NFIC method.
Frame I
t=1
t=2

t=3

e-ta
a--+e

Ri

0.004
0.04

Frame II
a--+e
e--+d
d--+b

R;
0.0468
0.0467
0.40

Table 4.2: Routing solution resulting from the LINDO Global system. Since LINDO
did not converge, this solution has no guarantee of optimality.

4.9

Simulation Results

In the preceding sections, we have presented a low complexity algorithm to perform
resource allocation in large networks. Here we show the performance of our techniques
relative to other low-complexity approaches, and also present some network-layer
consequences of the NFIC allocation algorithm.

4.9.1

Scheduling and Interference Constraints

To illuminate the effects of the constraints on terminal use I ( ·, ·) and also the interference management control captured by R 1nt, we present an example allocation for
one frame from each of three flows in Figure 4.8. The lines represent active links,
enumerated by timeslot. For example, the green flow is active in timeslots {1, 2, 5, 6}.
The longest flow (dotted blue) is allocated first, and follows a more or less straightline path from its source to its destination. After that allocation, constraints on I ( ·, ·)
begin to bind, preventing the second (dashed red) flow from using any terminals occupied by the blue frame. For the red flow, the interference constraint is more binding;
because as the blue frame is making its way 'south,' the red frame would have to
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lower its power if it took the direct path towards its destination, to avoid interfering
with the blue frame. Instead, the NFIC algorithm determines that a better route is a
detour to the left, which allows the red frame to use higher power and achieve better
throughput-spatially avoiding the blue frame.
The allocation for the third flow (solid green) demonstrates the scheduling constraints on I (., .) binding. Because terminal x is handling the red frame at times
3 and 4, the sum in constraint (2. 7) evaluates to 1 for both of those timeslots. As
a result, the green frame must remain in terminal x's memory while the red frame
occupies its radio resources, before finally being transmitted in timeslot 5. Relating
to the NFIC, edges into and out of x were weighted with 10 = 0 during timeslots 3
and 4.

4.9.2

Throughput and Power Gains from NFIC Allocation

To compare our scheme with another low-complexity scheme, we choose a round-robin
(RR) allocation in which each flow is given one dedicated timeslot to transmit data
directly between its source and destination at full power

PTx

(recall that because our

network is fully connected, this is always possible). We consider networks for which

A= 20 and terminal intensity is .X= .1, giving roughly 40 terminals per 2-D Poisson
realization. For each network realization, we compute the flow throughputs

TNFIC

and TRR using the two allocation techniques. The relative gain is calculated as:

T. . gam-

_!_ TNFIC- TRR
F

TRR

(4.23)

Note that the throughput variables are vectors, so the subtraction and division
should be viewed as elementwise operations. Because the NFIC allocation removes
resources only from those terminals already used by another frame and only scales
resource availability at other terminals, simultaneous scheduling is possible subject to
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Figure 4.8: Example NFIC resource allocation for three flows. The blue dotted flow
is allocated first, and proceeds directly to its destination. The red dashed flow is
allocated second, and proceeds on a doglegged path to the left to avoid interfering
with the blue frame. Duplexing constraints force the solid green flow to remain in
storage at terminal x during timeslots 3 and 4 while waiting for the dashed flow to
pass.
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Figure 4.9: Throughput gains as a function of flows for a variety of pathloss parameters.
interference constraints. As such we simulate 1000 random topologies for a variety of
network loads (number of flows) , to study how simultaneous scheduling opportunities
can improve network performance. We report our results in Figure 4.9, for a variety
of network isolation levels (pathloss values). Note that for low isolation (a

= 2),

NFIC and RR perform roughly equally for all traffic loads. This suggests that simultaneous scheduling- while permitted by the scheduling constraints- is being prevented
by the interference constraints. As the pathloss factor increases, opportunities for
simultaneous network use increase, and NFIC scheduling begins to outperform RR
allocation considerably, with up to five times higher throughput achieved under light
traffic loads.
We also compare power used by terminals in the RR and NFIC schemes. Figure 4.10 shows the extra power required by the RR allocation to achieve the same
throughput as determined by NFIC allocation, normalized by the NFIC power required and reported as an average per flow. Note that in high pathloss especially,
NFIC allocation is much more efficient-this is because the NFIC exploits multihop
advantage to help frames overcome high pathloss over long distances.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized additional power required per flow by RR allocation over
NFIC allocation for the same throughput.

4.9.3

Simultaneous Allocation and Intra-Flow Interfence

Simultaneous allocation can occur for frames in the same flow, provided the scheduling
constraints remain satisfied. The fully connected nature of our network means that
these frames will interfere with each other, an effect we term intra-flow interference.
This is shown spatially in Figure 4.11, where frames from a single flow follow two
different routes to the same destination. Duplexing constraints permit source s to
transmit in all timeslots, but multi-hop terminals x and y can only serve one frame
for every two timeslots. However, because they are spatially separated, they may be
active at the same time: significantly increasing throughput. In this example with
moderate isolation (a= 3) , the route multiplicity increased throughput by 20%.
We study this on a larger scale in Figure 4.12. Here, NFIC scheduling algorithms
run for three flows, in a network with a mean of 40 terminals. We count the mean
number of routes frames use between source and destination, and plot that against
the mean throughput for all flows.

Note that as route multiplicity increases, the

duplexing penalty is mitigated and interference management becomes easier, hence
all frames may be transmitted at higher rates. Data for low number of routes is
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Figure 4.11: Two routes between the source and destination eliminate the half-duplex
penalty. In this case, route multiplicity increased throughput 20%. Numerals indicate
the timeslots in which each link is active.
sparse because, in networks with an average of 40 terminals, NFIC allocation will
almost always identify multiple routes for each flow. This illustrates an important
consequence of NFIC allocation: that, in contrast to conventional routing schemes
which establish a single route for the frames in a flow, the spatial-temporal network
representation in the NFIC allows us exploit more available resources in the network,
to achieve a higher throughput. This is further demonstrated in Figure 4.13, where we
show how the number of routes a given flow uses increase with resource competition:
as more flows require access to the network, NFIC allocation routes frames in different
ways to maximize spatial and temporal reuse. In lightly loaded networks with few
flows, route diversity is low, but it increases considerably with network load.
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Figure 4.13: Number of routes frames take as a function of flows in the network,
where A = 20, .A = .1, and a = 2. 50 frames are allocated for each flow. As the
number of flows increases and competition for resources increases, NFIC allocation
results in frames traveling through the network in an increasing variety of ways.

4.9.4

Permitting Interference

With this transmission power, we update all edges in the NFIC at timet. Note that
when R 1nt is small, (4.17) goes to zero, meaning that allowable power is zero also.
This means that in the edge-update step, if a frame is being transmitted at time t ,
all other edges at time t are set to zero. This is not a result of the integer constraints
but rather of the interference constraint. In the following, we will refer to this mode
as Interference-free Multihop (IFM), because the NFIC scheduler is allowed several
hops to schedule frames , but not more than one frame is allowed in the network at a
time.
As we increase R 1nt, correspondingly Pt(z ) rises as well, more so for higher pathloss.
Similarly, as the distance between the node in question and the receiving node increases, so too does Pt(z): links further away from the active link are made available
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Figure 4.14: Throughputs increase considerably as interference is allowed in the network. Arrows indicate gains from permitting interference; when Rint = 0, there is
only one frame at a time in the network.
because the distance mitigates interference. In the case of streaming frames, as a
frame makes its way to its destination, another may begin at the source without interfering excessively with those further down the route. We simulate the throughput
gains possible with managed interference, and report the results in Figure 4.14. As
we raise

Rint,

the NFIC scheduling algorithm is permitted to exploit spatial reuse as

described above. Throughput increases correspondingly, over the IFM throughput by
the amount indicated by the arrows. Since

PTx

is constant for all pathloss param-

eters, we see higher throughput for lower pathloss, because data propagates further
in freespace. We also note that very little interference must be permitted before the
high-pathloss network reaches its best throughput; the reason is as given above: the
effect of spatial isolation is much higher for large a, and so the distance multiplier
in (4.18) is larger. Practically, this results in more frames simultaneously sharing the
network while interfering very little.

CHAPTER

5

Distributed Resource Allocation

The network model and solution techniques developed in the preceeding chapters have
all assumed a centralized approach. By this we mean that full information about the
network is gathered, a solution is calculated, and the terminals are then given the
schedules they implement.
In practice, this requires knowledge of all channels between all terminals, or N 2
channel coefficients gathered across a wide area. This precludes any form of practical
deployment. In this chapter, we will study how to update our model and approach
to make it amenable to a distributed implementation. Our goal is to establish the
allocation without need for a single central authority.
In establishing a distributed allocation, we wish to preserve as much of the NFIC
approach as possible. This will require some sense of centralization to execute NFIC
algorithms, since the NFIC is-by design-a representation of a network, composed of
several terminals. Our methodology will be to define neighborhoods of the network,
and execute parallel NFIC allocations within each neighborhood. An example of a
network partitioned into neighborhoods is drawn in Figure 5.1. Frames needing to
travel across neighborhood boundaries will be handled using gateway terminals, as
we will discuss in detail in this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Coarsely drawn clusters in a network illustrate how groups of terminals
can be considered to exist in a "neighborhood."

To begin, we will introduce a notion of locality, allowing us to form small groups
of terminals which can collaboratively schedule and route frames using a common
NFIC.

5.1
5.1.1

Forming Network Neighborhoods
Locality and Identification

The pathloss-based channel model naturally leads to a geographical notion of locality,
based upon proximity of terminals. Terminals situated near one another are considered to be neighbors and are aware of each other's existence based on a simple beacon
broadcast.

Definition 9. For terrninal x, the set of neighbors Nx are those which can receive
data at a rate no less than

R from

x in the absence of interference.

This corresponds to a maximum distance DR between x and a neighbor y as
1

D- _ D
R -

< [

x,y -

0

PTx

No·

(2R- 1)

]

(5.1)
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The set of neighbors formed in this way is therefore

(5.2)

which will increase with transmit power, and decrease with increasing rate requirement

R or

pathloss parameter a. Here 'Yo is a (possibly zero) interference margin.

Note that for a non-neighboring terminal z ¢:. :Nx, a transmission from z at timet will
contribute to interference 'Yt(x) at terminal x.
This value of R is a parameter in our model, and defines a critical element of the
overall problem: the cluster size. As more and more terminals are included in the
cluster, the NFIC solution space increases; hence increasingly efficient allocations are
found. By contrast, smaller clusters admit fewer solutions, leading to a suboptimal
result.
We assume that each terminal is equipped with a unique identification symbol,
which could be the last 4 digits of a MAC address. Critically, we require that the
identification symbols possess a partial ordering, so that we can say a

~

b and b :::;; c

implies that a :::;; c. Throughout this thesis, we have identified terminals using the
letters of the alphabet; the ordering we choose to apply is the sequence in the alphabet,
hence a:::;; b.

5.1.2

Clustering Algorithm

Together with the neighbor :Nx definition above and the terminal ID numbers, we are
ready to execute a clustering algorithm over the network to form neighborhoods. Since
we seek to form local NFIC's within a neighborhood, we must define these such that
they do not overlap-the clustering must perfectly partition the network terminals.
This is because collisions could occur if terminals are listed in multiple NFIC's, since
one cluster may view a terminal as being available in a particular timeslot while
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Figure 5.2: An example network and neighbors for terminals a and w. Note that
terminal c is a neighbor of both a and w, but will join the cluster of terminal a
since a < w. The resulting clusters are e1 = {a, b, c} shown as solid circles and
e2 = {w,x,y}, shown as squares.

another cluster has already allocated its use. An example of this appears in Figure
5.2, terminal c neighbors both terminals a and w.
We term the neighborhoods clusters

ei,

and there will be C of them. We require

that a terminal be a member of exactly one cluster:

X

E

ei =}X¢:_ ej, \;/ j

=j:. i.

The development of clustering techniques has been widely studied, see [101] and
[109] and references therein. We choose to employ the distributed clustering algorithm
developed in [12]. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Using a beaconing technique, all terminals identify their neighbor sets Nx.
2. If a terminal has the lowest ID number in its neighbor set, it sends a broadcast
message to all terminals in the neighbor set inviting them to join a cluster.
3. If a terminal receives more than one invitation, it accepts the broadcast invitation from the terminal with the lowest ID. This acts as a tiebreak, such that
terminals with many neighbors remain in just one cluster. In Fig. 5.2, both a
and w broadcast invitations, and c responds to a after hearing both invitations.
The result is a set of C disjoint clusters of terminals
as shown in Figure 5.2. Within

1ei1

ei

such that U~ 1

ei =

N,

stages of channel sounding, all terminals in the
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Figure 5.3: The clustering algorithm can be regarded as local attraction, where terminals naturally "fall" into clusters with their neighbors of lowest ID number.

cluster are aware of all channels. Clusters are regions of locally complete topological
information, where any terminal can transmit to any other at a rate dictated by
(2.13). We can therefore consider a cluster to be a clique. Within a cluster, it can be
shown that any two terminals are separated by a maximum of two hops at rate
Given that rate

R.

R defines a radius DR,, the average number of terminals in a cluster

will be A7r D'k, a consequence of the Poisson distribution governing the placement of
our terminals.
One can think of the clustering algorithm as a process of local attraction, where
terminals are attracted to their neighbor with the lowest ID number. This is ill ustrated in three dimensions in Figure 5.3, where the height of each terminal above
the plane corresponds to its ID: letters towards the end of the alphabet are higher
than those near the beginning, and the downward arrows to the clusterheads show
the local attraction. From this intuition it is clear that for a given topology of terminal ID numbers, the algorithm will always return the same cluster set. However,
if the terminal locations remain constant but their ID numbers change, the resulting
cluster definitions will be quite different. An example is shown in Figure 5.4, where
the terminals in the same physical network have been randomly reassigned their ID
numbers. The resulting cluster assignments are quite different.
This has profound implications on the corresponding resource allocation: in the
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Figure 5.4: Different clustering outcomes as a result of changing terminal ID values.
In this example, the clustering is a critical element in the performance of resulting
allocation; in the clustering on the left, each flow is handled entirely within a cluster,
so the NFIC will handle the entire allocation from source to destination. In the
clustering on the left, each frame will be handled by more than one NFIC.
case of the clustering on the left, each flow is contained entirely within one cluster, so
that a single NFIC handles allocation for each flow from the source to the destination.
In the clustering on the right, each flow must cross cluster boundaries, requiring it to
pass through a gateway terminal. This will result in a clearly less efficient solution
than the clustering on the left.
Since we seek a general technique regardless of flow source and destination, we do
not study how to optimize the clustering technique for a particular network topology.
Doing so would require global knowledge of at least endpoint terminals, which we
seek to avoid gathering.

5.1.3

Gateway Terminals

As mentioned above and illustrated in Fig. 5.2, some terminals will neighbor terminals
in other clusters.

These terminals, being locally aware of the neighbors in other

clusters, will be able to act as gateway terminals. They will transmit and receive
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frames across cluster boundaries at a rate of at least R, but do not have knowledge
of the topology beyond their gateway partner in the neighboring cluster.
We define only one gateway link between each pair of clusters, so each cluster will
have at most C -1 gateway terminals. They will be labeled 9i,i if they are in cluster
i but can transmit to the corresponding gateway in cluster j. As such terminals 9i,i

and 9J,i are endpoints of the same gateway link. In selecting gateways from several
possible pairs, those with the best channel are chosen. By this we mean that among
possible gateway link candidates, we select the gateway link which can support the
highest rate. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5, showing the clusters arising from the
network in Figure 5.2-terminals c and w are the gateways 91,2 and 92,1· While not
occurring in this example, it may be that a terminal acts as a gateway to more than
one cluster.
We consider only one gateway link between clusters in this work, although there
are situations where more than one may exist. In continuing work, we will study how
to establish multiple gateway tunnels between neighboring clusters.
An interesting question to consider is what happens when the network becomes
disconnected, i.e. when the network graph after applying the neighboring rule from

(5.1) has portions which are not at all connected. In this case, there may be flows
with sources and destinations which cannot be reached using links supporting at least

R. In this situation, we may declare a routing failure and abandon the allocation,
since the network knowledge was "too distributed" for the distance-vector-routing
approach (discussed in the following section) to completely fill in the routing tables
at each cluster. In this work, we do not take this approach, instead gradually lowering

R until the

network connects. However, we must note that in doing so, we do not

recompute cluster boundaries. This may be viewed simply as a relaxation of gateway
link rate requirements until the network becomes connected.
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Figure 5.5: The result of clustering the network in Figure 5.2. Terminals c and w
become gateways between the clusters.

5.2
5.2.1

Trans-Network Frame Routing
Distance-Vector Routing

To handle inter-cluster frames, those with source and sink in different clusters, we
employ a distance-vector routing scheme [87, 19) similar to AODV, so that clusters
know where to forward their frames into the broader network. Each cluster maintains
a table of destination terminals and corresponding forwarding terminals. Initially it
is populated with terminals within the cluster, but after a round of table-exchange
between neighboring clusters, each cluster adds to its list the terminals in immediately neighboring clusters with the corresponding gateway as the forwarding terminal.
Clusters again exchange tables, now adding terminals in other clusters two hops away.
In the worst case of clusters arranged linearly, C- 1 rounds of exchange are required
for all clusters to fully populate their tables.
In the network of Figure 5.5, one round of exchange is sufficient.

e1 will receive a

list of terminals within e2, which will be entered into the table at e1 with 91,2 as the
forwarding terminal, and vice versa for

e2 .

Suppose a frame originating at terminal

a is bound for y: the routing table specifies that from a, 9 1 ,2 = cis the intermittent
gateway point. Two independent NFIC's handle allocation with the clusters, while
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the gateway terminals negotiate frames transiting between clusters.

5.2.2

Measures

In this work, we consider the very simplest metric in the routing vector: cluster count.
Forwarding clusters are chosen based on this value, which may not (indeed, rarely
is) optimal given the geographical topology. Other measures in the vector may be
considered, including but not limited to:

• Congestion. A measure of how congested the next-hop cluster might be,
perhaps as a function of the number of constituent terminals or number of flow
endpoints.

• Delay. A measure of how many timeslots frames require to cross the next
cluster, which may be a function of the size of the cluster.

• Connectivity. A measure of how "connected" the next-hop cluster is, possibly
denominated by the number of neighboring clusters.

5.3

Mathematical Formulation: Distributed NFIC

The previous discussion has established the notion of a set of clusters which are able
to do resource allocation on a local scale, and which are able to pass frames between
each other while they are en route to their final destinations. In this section, we will
detail the constraints binding the scheduling, routing, and power allocation decisions
made within each cluster.
We continue to use the link-activation variable If (x, y) which is 1 if frame k is being
transmitted from terminal x to terminal y in timeslot t. Without loss of generality,
suppose that frame k must transit through a sequence of clusters {ell ... , ep}· Each
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of those clusters will locally allocate resources to frame k, determining a route and
schedule between its local arrival terminal (which is either s(k) or a gateway) and
its local departure (either the d(k) or a gateway). Notationally, frame k arrives at
cluster i at timeslot tf(k) at terminal si(k), and departs it from terminal di(k) at
timeslot tf(k). Referring to the frame traveling from a toy in Figure 5.5, s1(k) =a
and d1(k)

5.3.1

= 91,2·

Constraints

Within each cluster, we have a set of locally enforced constraints, which are derived
from those outlined in Chapter 2. These require the frame to be accounted for at
all times (5.3), the half-duplexing of terminals (5.4), that the frame start at its local
source (5.5) and reach its local destination (5.6). We also require continuity of route,
(5.7).

L

It(x,y) > 0

v

t, k,i

(5.3)

It(y, z) ~ 1

v

t, k,i

(5.4)

x,yEei
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It(x, y)

+

L
zEei\Y

xEei\Y

L

I~(k)(si(k), y) = 1

v

k,i

(5.5)

v

k, i

(5.6)

t, k,i

(5.7)

yEei

LI~(k)(x,di(k))

= 1

xEei

:L:It(x,y) = :L:It+l(y,z)
xEei

v

zEei

For frames transiting across gateway links, we must enforce the same duplexing
and one-frame-per-timeslot constraints:
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If(x, 9i,i) < 1

v
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(5.8)

If(9i,j, y) < 1

v

t, j =1- i

(5.9)

v

i,j, t

L If(9i,j, 9j,i)

< 1

(5.10)

k

Since the size of a frame should remain constant throughout its journey, we require
that for each frame k, the rate of each link in its route is the same:

Pt(x)D;,~) _
(
Pt+l(y)D:;;,~)
log2 ( 1 + ( ) N. - log2 1 +
( ) N.
y + 0
'Yt+l z + 0

"'t

(5.11)

where { x, y, z} are in route Lk. To meet these constraints, we will solve for If and Pt.
Determining I is an integer problem, while the interference terms"/ in (5.11) result
in a non-convex problem.

5.3.2

Distributed NFIC

We construct the NFIC as detailed in Chapter 3, though with consideration of terminals only within the same cluster. The sets V, e are defined as before, using Shannon's
equation for edge weights.
The locality of information is represented in the NFIC as an absence of edges. If
terminals do not know of each other, an edge does not exist between them. Each
cluster is fully connected, and so all nodes in the cluster are fully connected in the
NFIC. The NFIC for the clustered network of Figure 5.5 is shown in Figure 5.6. Only
the gateway terminals 91,2 and 92 ,1 have edges (shown in dark, broken arrows) crossing
cluster borders. Using this data structure, we will solve for If and Pt such that the
constraints above are met. Allocation will happen on a per-frame-per-cluster basis,
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Timeslots

Figure 5.6: An NFIC for the two clusters of Figure 5.5: all terminals in the network
are shown as nodes in the NFIC, but only gateway terminals c and w are able to
communicate with each other.

such that each cluster allocates resources in parallel for one frame at a time. In this
way, we construct the master allocation. We now detail this procedure.

5.4

NFIC Solution Technique

Each cluster uses the NFIC to execute a dynamic programming algorithm detailed in
[73] and in Chapter 4, allocating one frame at a time in

O(leil 3 )

time. Each cluster

will allocate resources for one frame, then the gateway terminals between clusters will
negotiate frame transfer as required.
Consider cluster

ei.

A frame is chosen for allocation in a prioritized manner, in

this order: 1) frames with sources inside cluster i, 2) frames with destinations inside
cluster i, 3) frames in transit across cluster i. Suppose frame k is being allocated, with
source terminal si(k) and destination di(k). If the frame originates within cluster i,
i.e. si(k)

=

s(k), then the NFIC node corresponding to s(k) is assigned a weight of

oo in timeslot 1, reflecting that the source would like to send as many bits as soon as
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possible. If si(k) is a gateway terminal, then the corresponding node in the NFIC is
assigned a weight corresponding to the frame's size in the timeslot the frame arrived
at the gateway,

tf (k).

The algorithm then executes as follows, where we summarize the details presented
in Chapter 4: NFIC edges are updated with the minimum of either the source node
weight or the edge weight, since a channel cannot carry more bits than capacity or
more than exist at the source. NFIC nodes are updated with the weight of the largest
incoming edge, since maximum data should propagate through the cluster. This
repeats across timeslots, until all the node weights have stabilized, indicating that
the data-maximizing routes between the source and all terminals in the cluster are
known. We then look at the node corresponding to di(k), and identify the maximum
node value. Tracing the path back to the source gives us the throughput-optimal
route and schedule through cluster i, which is appended to the frame's overall route
Lk. This procedure ensures that (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) are met fork.

This algorithm is executed in each cluster in parallel, for just one frame as determined using the priority sequence discussed earlier. At most there are

ICI allocations

happening simultaneously.

5.4.1

Resource Update

Upon allocating frame k, cluster i updates its NFIC to reflect the resources consumed.
For all terminals in the path Lk, NFIC edges into and out of the corresponding nodes
are assigned value 0, because they cannot accommodate data without violating the
duplexing constraint. To guarantee that frames allocated after frame k do not cause
excessive interference on frame k, we must update the edges in the NFIC. We solve
for the amount of interference a terminal receiving frame k can tolerate while not
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losing more than R 1nt of rate:
+

'Yt y - [
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)

Pt (X)
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[ 2-Rk·Rint
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Pt(x) ) No+'"Yt(Y)

1] .

na - N ]
x,y

(5.12)

o

from which we update the maximum power for all other terminals as

(5.13)
which are then used to set edge weights for the next iteration of allocation. Note that
in the distributed case, the calculation of interference

'Yt(Y)

=

L

Pt(x)D;;,~

(5.14)

xEei

is limited to elements only within the cluster

ei,

which is not necessarily the entire

network.

5.4.2

Gateway Transfers

After a round of resource allocation in each cluster, frames for which

~(k)

# d(k) are

ready to be transfered across a gateway pair into their next cluster. The protocol is
simple: if a gateway needs to transfer a frame, the receiving gateway agrees to receive
at its earliest unoccupied timeslot. The gateways receive and transmit only when
they are not otherwise occupied, ensuring that constraints (5.8)-(5.10) are met. The
power expended in the transmission is determined such that the rate of the frame k
is maintained, or maximum power is used and the rate of frame k is decreased. In
determining when the gateway transfer takes place, each gateway terminal checks 1)
that it is not being accessed locally and 2) that the transmitting gateway will not
cause undue interference (specified by R 1nt above) in its cluster. The earliest timeslot
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in which these two conditions are simultaneously met is then selected.

5.4.3

Parallel Allocation

Figure 5. 7 shows the parallel allocation of two frames in the two cluster network of
Figure 5.5 using our approach. The source for one frame is the destination for the
other, so this is a case of a bidirectional flow. In the first round of allocation, each
NFIC simultaneously allocates the frame to the gateway. This is shown in pane a),
where the small arrow indicates the destination of the frame for that NFIC.
In pane b), we show the result of the gateway terminals negotiating the transfer.
Note that for frames crossing in opposing directions, the half-duplex penalty delays
one of them-in this case the orange frame.

The allocation is completed in pane

c), when NFIC allocation executes for a second time, simultaneously scheduling the
frames into their final destinations.
This example shows only two clusters involved in the allocation and only one
gateway terminal. However, the parallel nature of our technique means that any
number of cluster can be doing such a simultaneous allocation, and then coordinate
frame transfers across any number of gateway terminals.

By constrast, the full-

information solution would have a fully connected NFIC, and would have allocated
the green frame from source to destination and then the orange frame also from source
to destination. This solution may have allow the two frames considered here to reach
their destinations in fewer hops and at a higher rate.
Note that in the simultaneous allocation, there is not an actual transfer of frame
data happening; this is the computation of the allocation. Once the allocation has

been computed, frames are formed and the network implements the schedule. Each
cluster is aware only of the behavior of its constituent terminals for each timeslot,
and is aware of when to expect frames arriving at its gateways and when its gateways
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Figure 5. 7: Allocation of two frames in two clusters using distributed NFIC techniques. Pane a) shows the allocation of each frame locally, towards its gateway link.
Pane b) shows the result of the gateway negotiation, and pane c) shows the allocation
of the frame to its destination.
should transfer frames to other clusters.

5.5

Results

The techniques discussed above address the distributed resource allocation problem.
We now discuss how the optimality of the allocation declines as topology knowledge
decreases. The baseline case we study is that of a single cluster, where all channels
are known and one fully-connected NFIC is used to calculate the resource allocation.
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Figure 5.8: An ad-hoc network partitioned into five clusters with two information
flows. Frame sources are solid circles, the sinks are open circles. The distributed
solution is shown in solid lines, the full information solution in dashed.

5.5.1

Example

An example of local versus global allocation appears in Figure 5.8. Here A= 20 and
,\ =

0.1, and the network contains 53 terminals. There are two flows, with frames

traveling from the solid circles to the open circles. Localizing the allocation resulted
in five clusters, shown by the colored regions.
The distributed allocation is shown in solid lines, while the full-information solution is shown in dashed lines. In the distributed case, the frames take a less direct
route to their destinations as a result of needing to cross cluster boundaries, using
gateway links. Indirect routing lowers the performance of the network; in the fullinformation case, the throughput is 0.1 and 0.2 bits/sec/Hz for each flow, while the
distributed case sees only 0.08 and 0.10 bitsjsec/Hz. By way of comparison, 0.10
b/s/Hz corresponds to approximately 200 bits per frame under IEEE 802.11 network
parameters.
In the case of the blue and red flows, the full-information solution is both more
direct geographically and also shorter, since there are no extra hops through gateways.
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However, the shorter routes require considerably more information to establish and
schedule. This is a consequence of the clustering result in this network, which now
study in more depth.

5.5.2

Effect of Clustering

In Figure 5.9, we show the different allocations resulting from clustering using different
ID terminals. The locations of the terminals is held constant, but the ID values are
randomly reassigned. This leads to a different clustering result, which in turn leads
to a different allocation solution. In the clustering on the left, the throughput for
the blue flow is 0.0521 b/s/Hz, and for the red flow, it is 0.0420 b/s/Hz. Here the
bottleneck terminal is the gateway entry to the upper-left cluster, through which both
flows must pass.
In the clustering on the right, the throughputs are lower: 0.0321 b/s/Hz for the
blue flow and 0.0362 b/s/Hz for the red flow. The blue flow's throughput declines
because it is using a longer route, but in the case of the red flow, it declines because
there are longer hops in the route-in particular those active at timeslots 2 and 5. The
bottleneck terminal here is squarely in the center of the upper-right cluster, which
becomes the bottleneck because the red flow must avoid the blue flow as it enters the
cluster on the southern end. The shortest-path through that cluster for the red flow
is more southerly, but the red flow would experience delays because the blue flow is
consuming resources there.
We also calculated the mean throughputs over different clusterings for this network: the mean throughputs over 100 different clustering realizations (topology fixed,
ID numbers changed) are 0.0382 b/s/Hz and 0.0330 b/s/Hz for the blue and red flows
respectively. From this, we can draw the conclusion that the clustering on the left is
advantageous to both flows, while that on the right is suboptimal for each.
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Figure 5.9: Here we show allocation for the same two flows under alternative clusterings. On the left, throughputs are 0.0521 and 0.0420 b/s/Hz, while on the right, they
are 0.0321 and 0.0362 b/s/Hz.

5.5.3

Gains in Goodput

For the purposes of the following discussion, we must define how much overhead is
expended to learn the channels and establish the allocation. We use a very general
overhead model, in which we simply count the number of bits transmitted in this
effort and ignore the beacons required to perform the clustering. We regard overhead
as

BoH

=

Bchannels

+ Bschedule

(5.15)

which is the sum of the number of bits spent learning channels between terminals and
the number of bits spent distributing the schedule. Recall that we have C clusters
and within each cluster, where cluster i contains Nei terminals. As such, we have
c

Bchannels

=

L N~i

(5.16)

i=l

since we must learn all of the channels between all terminals in the cluster.
To distribute the schedule, we must send a table ofT timeslots and Nci entries
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to each terminal. For simplicity, we consider the entries of the table to be a binary
quantity specifying transmission state, akin to I(·,·). This gives the total overhead
as

BoH =

c
L':N~i

c
+ L':T · N~i

i=l

(5.17)

i=l

The number of data bits transmitted is a function of frame size. Following the
execution of resource allocation, frames for flow

f are of size Rl. If K frames are

transmitted according to the computed allocation, the total transmitted data is
F
Bdata =

L':K · Rl

(5.18)

/=1

We define goodput as the fraction of transmitted bits which carry user data rather
than overhead bits. Formally,

(5.19)
This value is defined for both distributed and full-information systems. Overhead
bits are those required to learn channels, exchange routing tables (in the distributed
case), and send out allocations. Data bits are exchanged in frames once the allocation
has been determined, where the number of such frames is set by the network lifetime:
the time before the network topology changes, necessitating a recalculation of the
allocation.
The gains in good put are the consequence of local decision making; as

R grows and

therefore the size of clusters shrinks, the overhead required to establish the allocation
also declines. Conversely, larger clusters require overhead converging to the fullinformation solution, which can be viewed as a single-cluster network. This is shown
in Figure 5.10. For short network lifetimes (L), we see good performance with small
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Figure 5.10: Goodput for the distributed case as a function of cluster size, for either 2000 (L) or 105 (H) frames. As network lifetime increases, goodput increases
as overhead costs become negligible. With fixed transmission power, high-pathloss
environments experience lower goodput, since both overhead and data transmissions
are relatively more expensive

clusters and low pathloss, both of which lower the cost of overhead. As network
lifetime increases (H), goodput is high in both pathloss regimes, even as cluster size
grows. This results from one-time overhead cost becoming a diminishing term in the
denominator of G. We now look at how the higher cost of full-information affects
overall throughput performance.
With full information, the allocation algorithm has access to the complete solution space, and so is able to calculate schedules and routes to most optimally manage
interference. As a result , the allocation computed from the full information will neeessarily outperform the distributed result in a throughput-sense. However, the price
of the overhead required to establish that solution makes the distributed alternative
more attractive for short network-coherence times, as shown in Figure 5.11. Here,
the total number of data bits is plotted against the number of data frames sent , such
that slope of each curve is a measure of throughput: data bits per frame. Here it can
be seen that for shorter coherence times, the distributed solution offers significantly
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Figure 5.11: Transmitted bits minus overhead bits, is reported as a function of data
frames for both full (single-cluster) and distributed (each cluster contains 20% of
network terminals on average) allocations. Networks have a mean of 40 terminals. If
the network lifetime is long, the optimality of the full information solution makes the
overhead cost worthwhile.

better performance.
Of interesting note here is the large difference in required overhead, which appears
at the shortest network lifetime. This is because in the full information case, there are
a mean of 1600 channels which must be learnt, versus 320 in the distributed case. This
is the order-of-magnitude difference borne out on the plot, highlighting the overhead
savings in deploying a decentralized allocation. While not emphasized in this chapter,
such a deployment also results in less energy being expended on channel discovery,
preserving the battery lives of the devices in the network.

5.6

Remarks

We have shown how a centralized resource allocation scheme, which jointly computes
schedules, routes, and power allocations, can be deployed in a distributed network.
This allowed us to study the relative suboptimality of the distributed solution as
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a function of overhead. We saw that savings in overhead can be useful over short
network lifetimes and in high pathloss, but can result in throughput-suboptimal allocations when the number of data bits is larger than the one-time overhead cost.
The techniques developed here are particular to the NFIC implementation, and
should not be regarded as having any claim to optimality in decentralized resource
allocation. Rather, we took the focus of how to manage the interference-scheduling
tradeoff in environments in which full interference and scheduling knowledge is not
known, and to study the extent to which such a lack of knowledge hinders overall
network performance. This will become critically important as we move into our final
area of study, how to deploy cooperative links in the large network. In this domain,
interference is beneficial to one link (the cooperative link) while harmful to all others.

CHAPTER

6

The Cooperative Paradigm

We now turn to our final paradigm of study in large-network resource allocation: how
to address multi-terminal links in wide-area networks. Until now, we have considered
a point-to-point architecture on the physical layer, where the performance of that link
is a function of power allocation p and the active transmitters as specified by I ( ·, ·).
In this chapter, we broaden our focus to include the relay channel, where a third
terminal assists a point-to-point link by retransmitting a version of the original message. The relay therefore introduces interference into the overall network, which requires management at both the physical and MAC layers. Put concisely, this requires
a combination of scheduling and power control: when to coordinate simultaneous relay transmissions, and at what power level so as to minimize interference at other
network terminals.
Since the relay channel has only been briefly mentioned in the Introduction, we
will devote the beginning of this chapter to a discussion of this architecture before
showing how the NFIC framework can be used to allocate resources when cooperation
is available.
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Figure 6.1: The classical three terminal relay network operating in isolation. In the
broadcast (BC) slot, the source's transmission is received at R and D. The source
and relay then transmit together to the destination in the multiple-access (MA) slot.

6.1

Background

The layered OSI network model for wireless communication has resulted in the focused study of fundamental signal-level interactions in small networks, while at the
same time efficient medium-access techniques have been developed to manage time
and space in large groups of terminals while abstracting away the physical layer.
The need for increased network performance is necessitating a synergy between localized, advanced physical layer techniques-such as cooperative communications-and
the medium access control (MAC) technologies charged with managing the broader
network.
We will see that our NFIC approach is general to any information-theoretically
characterizable multiterminal scheme, but we will restrict our attention in this chapter
to the relay channel [98, 14], shown in Figure 6.1. Throughout, we will describe the
relay system in terms of its three terminals and its two phases. The three terminals
are uniquely the source, relay, and destination- we note the uniqueness because the
achievable rate of the cooperative link will change if the terminals change roles. The
first of the two phases is the broadcast (BC) phase, in which the source alone transmits,
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but both the relay and destination receive. Note here that two atomic, point-to-point
links are active, one between the source and relay, and another between the source and
destination. The second phase is the multiple access (MA) phase, in which the source
and relay transmit simultaneously to the destination. The destination, because it
receives three frames over two timeslots, is then able to receive more information from
the source than if the source alone had transmitted. We will regard this coordinated
action as a single physical layer unit, which can be used by the MAC layer to aid
data transfer in the larger network.
The information-theoretic characterization of the three-terminal cooperative network has shown that such a structure offers considerable improvement in link performance [14, 91], confirmed by recent hardware deployments [78, 80]. Incorporating
cooperative links into a larger network with multiple flows requires fundamentally
rethinking the MAC scheme: how does one route frames and schedule their transmissions so that cooperation benefits performance, while simultaneously managing
the increased interference caused by cooperative links?

As we've seen, the joint

scheduling-routing-power allocation problem is NP-hard even in the point-to-point
case. Adding cooperation serves only to increase the complexity of the problem.
Until now, scheduling and routing algorithms for wireless networks have treated
point-to-point links as the fundamental unit of allocation: routes are composed of
them and a schedule specifies which of them are active at a given time. By definition,
cooperative links are comprised of several point-to-point links operating in a highly
coordinated manner at the signal-level over two timeslots.

Schedulers must now

account for temporal dependency of the links, and routing algorithms must be able
to distinguish the increased throughput of a cooperative link from those of pointto-point links.

In calculating routes and schedules, the algorithms must manage

interference-by managing terminals' transmission power-such that cooperative links
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Figure 6.2: Permitting cooperation can affect link-layer routing decisions. Here,
two flows (red and blue) traverse from their sources (solid circles) to their destinations (open circles) in the same topology under both point-to-point and cooperative
paradigms. Both routes change, since signal-level cooperation helps overcome pathloss
to allow longer bottleneck links. Here, cooperation increases throughput for the blue
flow from 0.80 to 0.86, and for the red flow from 0.64 to 0. 71 bits/sec.
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are used only when and where they don't negatively impact the network.
These qualities of cooperative links lead to a tight connection between physicallayer cooperation and power control decisions and medium-access routing and scheduling decisions. An example of this is shown in Figure 6.2. For this network in a
pathloss-dominated environment, the availability of cooperative links significantly
changes the throughput-optimal route for each of the two flows. As a result, scheduling and routing decisions should not be divorced from the selection of cooperative
links.
We will now address the problem of wide-area resource allocation in the Nterminal network where physical-layer cooperation is possible. Namely, we will show
how our network model and NFIC can be extended to subsume cooperation as a
transmission technology, without significantly increasing the complexity of the solution algorithms. In doing so, we will present a simple, effective technique for selecting
cooperative units from the combinatorial number of possibilities in the network, and
we will solve a nonlinear optimization problem to perform power-management.

6.2

Cooperative Model & Constraints

The model introduced in Chapter 2 is the foundation for our study here, though some
elements must be updated to reflect the availability of cooperative communication at
the physical layer. We now detail these modifications.

6.2.1

Network Model

The network model-data flows composed of variably sized frames-remains unchanged;
the details given in Chapter 2 still apply. An important point here is that terminals
are still capable of only half-duplex communication, which is why the BC and MA
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cooperative modes must exist in disjoint timeslots.
Our goal is to incorporate signal-level cooperation into the larger network. Cooperation, like all advanced physical layer techniques-is best characterized using information theory, which provides achievable rates (and in some cases capacity) in terms
of transmit power, interference, and noise. We retain the information model of the
physical layer, where

(6.1)
upper-bounds the rate of a frame on a point-to-point link. As before, we normalize
timeslots to be 1 second long and using a bandwidth of 1 Hertz, such that this
expression specifies exactly the size in bits of a frame transmitted between x and
y. As in the other sections of this thesis, we may also regard this as the spectral

efficiency of the transmission, measured in b/s/Hz.
The information theoretic characterization of the relay channel is incomplete, i.e.
the capacity of the relay link is not known exactly. However, under the timeslotted
assumptions we employ here, achievable rates have been determined. We will assume
an asychronous decode-and-forward scheme, in which the relay terminal detects the
frame it receives in the broadcast timeslot and forwards it to the destination in the
multiple-access timeslot. In this case, the achievable rate for the relay channel is
given by [39):

a log2 (1 + PB(s)hjJ)
min

+ (1- a) log2 (1 + (1- f3)PM(s)hjj)
a log2 (1 + PB(s)hjf) + (1- a) log2 (1 + PM(s)hjj + PM(r)h]j

(6.2)

+2Vf3PM(s)h].'jPM(r)hJ:j)
Here we use the notation B and M in the timeslot subscript to indicate the
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broadcast and multiple-access timeslots, respectively. We use a consolidated channel
variable to represent all the relevant parameters as:

_
h sr
B-

n-a
s,r
'YB(r) +No

(6.3)

and similar for the other channels and the other timeslot. Since time is split equally
across timeslots, we have that a=~· Further, we assume no correlation between the
relay transmission and the source transmission in the multiple access timeslot. Hence

/3 = 0. With these values so determined, we can reduce the expression somewhat:

(6.4)

As in the non-cooperative case, normalizing timeslots and bandwidth means that
(6.4) specifies the size in bits of a frame transmitted over the cooperative link. For
the example network shown on the left side of Figure 6.3, equation (6.4) specifies the
data rate from w to z with y acting as a relay.

6.2.2

Scheduling and Routing Constraints

The scheduling and routing constraints (2.1) - (2.7) described in Chapter 2 prevent
cooperation in the form given there. In particular, constraint (2.1) prohibits more
than one link from carrying a frame at a given time, which puts both modes of
cooperation outside the feasible solution space.
As such, we must modify these constraints to permit multiterminal technology in
our network. To do so, let us first define two new binary variables:

Definition 10. Let the binary variable

Bf

be '1 ' if frame k is being transmitted in
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r

t=l

t=2

Figure 6.3: An example network (left) and the corresponding NFIC (right). The
mappings ENC and VNC define nodes and edges corresponding to point-to-point links,
while E 0 and V 0 define those corresponding to cooperative links. In this example,
the metanode M represents the cooperative triple {w, y, z }.

the broadcast mode of cooperation in time t, '0' otherwise. Similarly, let the binary
variable

Mtk

be '1 ' if frame k is being transmitted in the multiple-access mode of

cooperation in timet, '0' otherwise.
Since these two modes may not be active concurrently, we restrict them as such:

(6.5)
The cooperative broadcast mode must happen prior to the multiple-access mode:
t-1

L B~ > L
i=l

Mik

v t, k

(6.6)

i=l

Last, if a broadcast mode is used, a multiple access mode must be used in a
subsequent (though not necessarily consecutive) timeslot:

(6.7)
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where

~

is a non-negative integer time-shift parameter, possibly greater than one.

As we will see later, we assume that

~ =

1 in this thesis to limit complexity. These

two variables will enable cooperation in the integer program, in the highly coordinated manner we described earlier. We may now modify our constraints accordingly.
Constraint (2.1), is updated to become

L

I:(x, y) = 1 + B: + Mtk

V

k,

t

?::_ 1

(6.8)

x,yEN

The constraints binding a frame to its source and destinations are also updated.
Note that the source can be the beginning of a cooperative BC mode, and the destination can receive in a cooperative MA slot:

L I~(s(k), y)

(6.9)

yEN

LI~k(x,d(k))

(6.10)

xEN

The constraint preventing circular routing and forcing continuity of routing remains unchanged:

(6.11)
xEN

zEN

In particular, if a terminal receives a frame in the BC mode, it can store it

(I:C(x, x) = 1) until the MA mode. We must modify the duplexing and multicast
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(Bf

=

1)

Figure 6.4: On the left, the BC mode is active, while on the right, the MA mode is
active. Note that in each case, the blue frame appears on two links at once.
constraints, as follows:

k

z EN\(x, y)
Tx must be half-duplex

zEN\(x,y)
Rx must be half-duplex

(6.12)
which hold for all (x, y) EN. In Figure 2.2 we illustrated how these binary variables
behave in the point-to-point case. To make clear the constraints above, Figure 6.4
provides an illustration similar to that we showed for point-to-point constraints.

6.3

Representing Cooperation on the NFIC

We must capture the temporal nature of the network in order to manage the BC and
MA timeslots of the cooperative links. The NFIC developed in Chapter 3 is wellsuited to this task, since it concisely represents all the parameters of the network:
time, space, and power. It also captures the interference associated with wireless
transmissions, which is critical to properly manage the use of cooperative links.
We recall the definitions of the NFIC mappings in Chapter 3, and will add to
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them here.
The driving notion behind the NFIC definition and the following node and edge
definitions is the need to represent the network in both space and time. The phases
of cooperative links are temporally coupled, necessitating a network graph which
exposes the temporal dimension. The x axis of the NFIC is exactly this dimension:
as it extends to the right, the replication of the nodes on the y axis indicate the
availability and capability of terminals at specific timeslots in network operation.
The edges of the NFIC will be weighted to represent the third dimension, power.
The sets

VNC

and £ NC are the NFI C nodes and edges corresponding to point-to-

point links in the network, which will fully define the NFIC if cooperative links are
not used. We will now show how to extend the NFIC to represent such multiterminal
links, by defining a special type of node called a metanode. These nodes, while single
elements on the NFIC, represent the coordinated action of more than one terminal
in the network. This allows resource allocation algorithms-which act on the NFIC
rather than the network graph itself-to regard cooperative links no differently from
point-to-point ones, although potentially offering higher throughput.

Definition 11. Define the metanode mapping V 0

: )\[3

x T --+

vc x T,

which maps

triples of terminals in the physical network to single nodes in the NFIC. The details
of how triples of terminals are chosen are made precise in Section 6. 5.

Definition 12. Define the cooperative-rate mapping E 0

:

)\[3 x P 3 x T--+ £ 0 x T,

mapping power availability at cooperative terminals to edge weights in the NFIC. The
edges are given weights according to

~ log 2 (1
~ log 2

+ Ps(s)hJ3) + ~ log2 (1 + PM(s)h~)

(1 + Ps(s)hjf) + ~ log 2 (1 + PM(s)h~ + PM(r)h](j)

(6.13)
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This edge-weighting definition implicitly requires that Ll = 1, or that the BC and
MA slots are consecutive: B = t and M = t

+ 1.

We recognize that this limits the

solution space somewhat. In order to decouple these cooperative modes, we would
require the NFIC to be a hypergraph, with several edges between the cooperative
source and the metanode, one for each combination of B and M.
Figure 6.3 illustrates how vc maps the group of cooperating terminals {w, y, z} to
the node Min the NFIC. The rate achievable across that cooperative link is mapped
by Ec to the edges connecting M to the other nodes in the NFIC, shown with broken
lines.
The metanodes defined by

vc

are appended to NFIC below those created by

vNc, such that there are now more nodes in the NFIC than terminals in the network:
the relationship between V and :N is no longer one-to-one. The edges created by

Ec are not fully connecting within a timeslot as they are in the point-to-point case.
Specifically, each metanode is the termination of only two edges: one from the source
in the cooperative triple, and one from the metanode itself in the previous timeslot.
The metanode is the origination for two edges only: one to the destination node,
and one to the metanode itself in the next timeslot. As such, data passes from the
source, through the metanode, to the destination, with the possibility of being stored
at the metanode. In this way, the broadcast and multiple access timeslots need not
be consecutive, but must occur in that sequence.
The final NFIC is therefore comprised of the nodes V = VNC U vc and edges

e = eNC u ec.

The baseline case we study is when cooperation is not possible in the

network, such that V = VNC and

e=

e,Nc. In Figure 6.3, the reference case would

map the network to an NFIC consisting of the upper four rows of nodes, while the
cooperative case expands to include the met anode M. As before, the initial state of
metanode edges in the NFIC is calculated with Pt(x) = Pmax and 'Yt(x) = 0.
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Example 1. Consider a network of four terminals {w,x,y,z}, as shown in Figure
6.5.

The NFIC for two timeslots is constructed using the four mappings defined

above; vNc leads to four of the nodes in each time slot, representing the terminals of
the network acting as transmitters for point-to-point links. The edge mapping ENc
connects all of these nodes together in each timeslot, since all point-to-point links
exist. For this network the cooperative mapping V 0 has defined two cooperative units:
the metanode M 1 represents the cooperative triple in which w is the source, z is the
destination, and y is the relay, as shown in the upper pane of the figure. M 2 also
represents data from w bound for z, but using x as the relay instead of y. In the
NFIC, the metanodes appear at all timeslots in the same way as the point-to-point
nodes, because they may be used in any slot. The metanode edges specify how data
uses the cooperative system: M 1 receives an edge from w to represent the BC phase
of w transmitting with both y and z receiving. The edge out of M 1 represents the MA
phase, when both w and y transmit to z.

6.3.1

Frame Resource Allocation Algorithm

We briefly review the allocation technique presented in detail in Chapter 4. We
decompose the joint allocation problem across frames, such that we compute a schedule, route, and power allocation for frame k alone, given the set of network resources
available after allocating frames {1, ... , k -1}. Our approach to allocating resources
will involve three steps: first, we execute a dynamic programming algorithm across
the NFIC to find the optimal sequence of terminals and timeslots for frame k, fixing
the schedule and route, which may involve cooperative links. Second, interferencemanagement is addressed when the power used by each of the terminals in the route
is optimized. Third, the edge weights of the NFIC will be updated to reflect the
resources consumed by frame k. Some edges will be removed, because they will be
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Figure 6.5: Top: A network for four nodes {w, x, y, z }, from which two metanodes
are defined. Bottom: NFIC corresponding to the network. The nodes corresponding
to the single terminals ~Nc are all fully connected in each timeslot, since any node
can communicate with any other. The nodes corresponding to cooperation ~c are
connected in a manner specific to the roles of the terminals involved in the cooperation.
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connected to terminals in use handling frame k and cannot be used by a future frame.
We repeat for frame k

+ 1.

Note that the allocation and optimization is performed

entirely on the NFIC, which fully represents network conditions as a function of time.
We now detail how resources are allocated for frame k, given an NFIC with edge
weights calculated according to ENC and E 0 . First, the source terminal of frame k
is identified, and the corresponding NFIC node is given a weight of oo at timeslot
t = 1. All other nodes receive a weight of 0. The dynamic programming algorithm

we executed over the NFIC is the same for each timeslot t, starting from slot 1:
1. At timeslot t, update the edges with the minimum of their source weight (data
at the terminal) and initialization weight (capacity of the link given available
resources).
2. Node weights are updated with the maximum of the incoming edge weights
(receive as much data as possible). At each node, store which edge was the
maximizer.
3. Repeat until node weights and edge weights remain static across consecutive
timeslots.
At this point, the data-maximizing paths between the source and all terminals
have been found. The weight of the destination node at each timeslot t represents
the greatest amount of data a path of t - 1 slots can offer. Scaling the destination
node weight by the length of the path and then selecting the maximum results in
the throughput-optimal path for frame k. To determine the path, we trace from the
destination node at maximizing timeslot back through the NFIC to the source at time
1. The active NFIC edge in each timeslot specifies activating the corresponding link

in the network, which will be a cooperative link if a metanode is involved.
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Areas of high interference in the network, where frames {1, ... k- 1} are being
transmitted, are naturally avoided using NFIC algorithms: because of the interference, those edges receive low weight. As a result, the allocation will either route
frames around each other, pause in memory to wait for other frames to pass, or
employ cooperation to overcome the interference.
Example 2. In the network of Figure 6.5, suppose frame k is sourced at w and

destined for z. If the direct channel is of good quality, then the solution is WI ---t z2 in
timeslot 1. If not, the solution may be

WI

---t Mi ---t z 3 , corresponding to employing

terminal y as a relay, using first a cooperative BC mode and then a cooperative MA
mode, over two timeslots.

6.4

Power Control for Interference Management

The preceding section described the NFIC algorithm which, given network conditions,
optimizes the schedule and route a frame should use. We now describe how, after
determining a schedule and route, the power used by frame k is optimized to limit
interference on future frames. Recall that the amount data carried by frame k is determined by the bottleneck link on its route: Rk

= mint{Rf}. We therefore compute

power for all other links in the route so that all links operate at rate Rk. This not only
conserves power in the network, but also reduces the overall interference temperature
to allow for other simultaneous transmissions.
Once the power Pt(x) has been selected for all transmitters in frame k's route
(where we use x and t in generality), these values will be used to update the interference seen at all other terminals in the network. That is, we compute 'l't(x) so that
we may update the edges of NFIC prior to allocating frame k

+ 1.

In describing

the optimal power selection, we consider the non-cooperative and cooperative cases
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separately.

6.4.1

Non-Cooperative Links

In the case of non-cooperative links, the power allocation method is the same as
described in Section 4.4. Suppose the solution calls for the link x ---+ y to be active
at time t. The rate on a non-cooperative link is determined by (6.1), in which the
only variable is Pt(x), since fixing the route and timeslot has fixed

nc;,y and "Yt(x).

As such, evaluating

(6.14)
determines the power x should use such that this link in the route operates at rate

Rk.

6.4.2

Cooperative Links

Cooperative links, which are selected if metanodes are part of the NFIC solution, are
defined by three different power values: power of the source s in the BC and MA
modes, and power of the relay r in the MA mode. We wish to select PB(s), PM(s)
and PM(r) such that equation (6.13) equates to Rk.
Minimizing interference in the network requires reducing the footprint of the link,
i.e. reducing the power of each transmission as much as possible such that rate Rk is
maintained. To that end, we choose to minimize the sum power PB(s)+PM(s)+PM(r)
which will reduce the footprint both geographically (across the source and relay) and
also temporally (in the BC and MA timeslots). The optimization problem becomes
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minPn(s)

k

+ PM(s) + PM(r)

.

R =mm

{

such that

~ log2 (1 + Pn(s)hlJ) + ~ log2 (1 + PM(s)hp:J)
~ log 2

(6.15)

(1 + Pn(s)hjf) + ~ log2 (1 + PM(s)hp:J + PM(r)hJ:i)

The min in the constraint yields a nonlinear system, but we can still apply Lagrangian techniques to each of the components in the min, then comparing the solutions to determine which uses lower sum power. Breaking the problem in two, we
first solve

+ PM(s) + PM(r)

min Pn(s)

Rk =

(6.16)

s.t.

1

1

21og2 (1 + Pn(s)h~) + 2 1og2 (1 + PM(s)hr.:J)

for which the corresponding Lagrangian is

L = Pn(s)
log2

+ PM(s)- >.1 [log 2(1 + Pn(s)hlJ) +

(1 + PM(s)hr.:J)]- A2Pn(s)- >.3PM(s)

(6.17)

where the the multipliers >. 2 and >.3 result from the non-negativity of power. Complimentarity requirements at the KKT points necessitate that both of the products

A2Pn(s) and .X3 PM(s) evaluate to zero. This can happen if:
• >.2 = 0, A3 =/= 0. This forces PM(s) = 0, so that Pn(s) is found by solving
Rk = log2 (1 + Pn(s)h 8 r)
• >.2 =/= 0, >. 3 = 0. Symmetric to previous case.
If both >.2 = 0 and

>.3 = 0, then we must solve the system for Pn(s) and PM(s).
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Differentiation of the Lagrangian and variable substitution results in Ps(s) being the
solution to the quadratic equation:

(6.18)

After solving this equation for Ps(s), we determine PM(s) as

1 [

PM(s) = h}1

2Rk

l

(6.19)

1 + Ps(s)hj3 - 1

This establishes the power minimizing solution such that the first part of the
constraint is met with equality. If this is the case, we set PM (r) to zero, and the
solution is essentially two transmissions from the source to the destination. This
rarely occurs in practice, hence we turn our attention to the second part of the
constraint, involving all three power variables. The optimization is posed as

min Ps(s)

Rk =

+ PM(s) + PM(r)

s.t.

(6.20)

~ log2 (1 + Ps(s)hS:) + ~ log2 (1 + PM(s)h}j + PM(r)h'AJ)

While the Lagrangian and corresponding differentials yield a system of four equations in four unknowns, it is underdetermined; the Hessian of the Lagrangian is
indefinite. In particular, the variables in the sum term PM(s)h}1

+ PM(r)h'A1

never

appear separately in distinct constraints, so there is no unique solution. Combining
these as
hsd

8 = PM(s) h~
M

we are left with

+ PM(r)

(6.21)
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Figure 6.6: Lagrangian interference management in action: the interference contours
in the MA timeslot are considerably reduced (right) from the full power case (left)
after the rate of the cooperative link is set to match that of the point-to-point link.
Scale shown in dBm.

min PB(s)
Rk

+ PM(s) + PM(r)

s.t.

(6.22)

= ~ log2 (1 + Ps(s)h'jf) + ~ log2 (1 + 8h'jj)

which is of exactly the same form as (6.16). Using equations (6.18) and (6.19) but
with PB(s) and 8, we compute each of those values. To allocate PM(r) and PM(s) such
that (6.21) holds, we split power between the source and relay in an inverse proportion
to their channel quality, following the waterfilling solution: PM(s)hAJ

=

PM(r)h](J.

This gives

(6.23)
We then compare this solution to the solution to (6.16); the one with the smaller
sum power is chosen.
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Example 3. Figure 6. 6 shows an example of employing this power allocation tech-

nique to reduce the power of the coopemtive link. In this case, coopemtion shifted
the bottleneck to the point-to-point link on the left side of the route, meaning that
power could be reduced at the coopemtive terminals. Doing so reduces the interference
tempemture in the MA slot.
Once the power allocation has been computed, network resources become available
for other flows. In this example, the terminals in the lower-left corner of the topology
can receive frames in the MA slot, since interference has been reduced. This would
not be so in the non-coopemtive alternative (not shown), because the relay terminal
in the center would use higher power in the second timeslot.

6.4.3

NFIC Edge Updates with Optimized Power

We have now described how to limit the amount of power used by the terminals
involved in frame k; that is, we have computed Pt(x) for all terminals in the route of
frame k, given the interference pattern 1 in the network. Before frame k

+ 1 can be

allocated, the NFIC must be updated to reflect the resources frame k has consumed.
This happens in two steps: first, edges connected to active nodes at timet are assigned
weight 0, enforcing the half-duplex constraints. Since 0 is the identity element for
min in our semiring, these edges will never be selected to be a part of a subsequent
frame's allocation.
Second, the maximum transmission power of those terminals not involved in frame
k must be limited to prevent them from excessively interfering with frame k. In

order to compute Pt(z) for each terminal z not involved in frame k's route, we must
determine how much interference frame k can tolerate. As discussed in Chapter 4,
we parameterize this as R 1nt in that we allow other terminals to decrease frame k's
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rate by the fractional term R 1nt· 1 If terminal y is receiving frame k at time t, it can
tolerate

i't(Y)

=

[Pt(x)

[2-(Rk·Rint)

(1 + No+Pt(x)'Yt(Y) ) - 1]

-1.

Da

x,y

-No]+

(6.24)

amount of interference. We can then determine the maximum power any terminal z
can use as

(6.25)
The edges of the NFIC are updated in timet using (6.1) for point-to-point links
and (6.13) for cooperative links, using these new transmission powers. With these
updates completed, we repeat to allocate frame k + 1.

6.5

Metanode Selection

The key to enabling cooperation is the mapping between network terminals and
metanodes

vc.

This mapping alone makes cooperation available to the resource

allocation algorithms, so its design is a key part of the success of this approach. Recall that as illustrated in Figure 6.2, the availability of cooperation fundamentally
changed the routing decisions. Selecting the route first while assuming only pointto-point links and then trying to build in cooperation later would have resulted in a
suboptimal solution, as shown by Theorem 1. We must therefore define metanodes

prior to executing any of our resource allocation algorithms.
In general, for a network with N terminals, there are (~13 ) 1 possible metanode
definitions, the permutations of N terminals taken 3 at a time. The permutation
1 The

choice of R 1nt depends largely on network parameters; see Chapter 4 for details.
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is needed because the metanode representing {source, relay, destination} { x, y, z} is
distinct from {x, z, y}, as can be seen from (6.4). In a network with 50 terminals,
this results in 117600 possible metanodes, or a growth in

lVI

by 235000%. Since we

seek to leverage cooperation while preserving the low complexity of our techniques,
this is untenable. Hence for each terminal n E N, we will define N R

<< N

met anodes:

as such each terminal will be the source in N R { s, r, d} triples, each represented by
a metanode in the NFIC. Thus we will have that

lVI = N + (N · NR) = N(l + NR)·

This limits the growth of the NFIC, while making a large number of cooperative links
available to the scheduling and routing algorithms.

6.5.1

Nearest-Neighbor Metanode Definition

Our first approach is to define, for each terminal, a specific number N R of cooperative
triples. We choose these triples based solely on distance: for terminal x, we identify
the nearest N R terminals (which will become relays) and for each one, choose the
nearest terminal not nearer to x to act as the destination in the triple. Thus here and
in the following algorithms, the number of metanodes is N · N R, so the total number
of nodes in the NFIC is N(l

+ NR)·

This algorithm is formalized as Algorithm 1

and illustrated in Figure 6. 7. Advantages of this algorithm are the simplicity of
its design, which is amenable to practical implementation. It also has the smallest
interference footprint, since sources and relays are in close proximity to each other.
However, the algorithm does not consider the direction traffic may need to move,
so it may offer cooperation in directions where it is not needed, and not when it is.
We assume that the notion of a ''nearest neighbor" is delivered using a localization
system such as GPS, which we will incorporate in this and the following metanode
selection algorithms.
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Algorithm 1: Distance-based Metanode Selection Algorithm
Create the one-to-one map of terminals to nodes:
vNc +--- N
Assign point-to-point edges: t,NC = EN°(P)
Create an empty set of metanodes: V0 +--- 0
Define metanodes for each terminal:
foreach n E N do
Define the set of possible relays and destinations:
N'=N\n
foreach i E {1, 2, ... , NR} do
Assign terminal nearest ton in vi as relay ri, ri EN'
Assign terminal nearest tori as destination di, di EN'
Define the metanode: Mi = { n, ri, di}
V 0 +--- Mi
Add edge to £ 0 , using eqn. (6.4):
en,Mi = E 0 (P)
V tST
0
e~i,di = E (P) V t S T
e.c +--- e~·Mi, ef1i,di
Make ri and di unavailable to be chosen again: N' = N \ {ri, di}
Set of nodes is union of terminals and metanodes:
V f- VNC U vc' f. f- t,NC U f.C

6.5.2

Geographically-Equalized Metanode Definition

The geographical nature of our problem will inform the definition of V 0 , and the
basis from which we start is that for any terminal in the network, the NFIC allocation algorithm may wish to direct a frame in any geographical direction. This is
because the NFIC routes frames through the network following paths which trade off
interference with distance, giving unpredictable traffic patterns.
To the end of allowing cooperation to aid frame transmission in any direction, we
will define N R cooperative triples for each terminal in a geographically-neutral way.
By this, we mean that we will define cooperative terminals in an equi-angular manner,
using the following algorithm. For each terminal n, we divide the space around it into
N R sectors of equal arc length. Within each sector, we identify the nearest terminal to

act as a relay, and the next-nearest to act as the destination. These three terminals:
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0
0

0
0
Figure 6. 7: Nearest-neighbor algorithm visualized: the center blue terminal has three
nearby relays, each with three nearby cooperative destinations.

n, the relay and the destination as identified above, form one of the N R metanodes
anchored at n. This repeats in each sector, as formalized in Algorithm 2.
We illustrate the algorithm in Figure 6.8. In this depiction, we are defining metanodes with terminal n as the source, and N R = 3. The sectors vi are bounded by the
three dashed lines, and within each sector the nearest terminal is assigned as the relay,
and the next nearest as the destination. The three metanodes Mi are then added to
the NFIC, such that for frames passing through terminal n, three cooperative links
are available in addition to point-to-point links.

6.5.3

Range Extension Metanode Definition

The third mechanism we consider is a hybrid of the previous two, designed to exploit
cooperative benefit to allow larger frames to cross the network in fewer hops. Relays
are used to aid in the transmission of large frames from the source well beyond nearby
intermediate terminals, thereby increasing throughput by reducing a frame's time in
transit. For each terminal in the network, we synthesize the geographic partioning
approach of Algorithm 2 with the distance-based approach of Algorithm 1, except
that instead of choosing the nearest terminal in the sector as the relay, we now select
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Algorithm 2: Geographically-Equalized Metanode Selection Algorithm
Create the one-to-one map of terminals to nodes:
VNC f-- :N
Assign point-to-point edges: £NC = ENC(~)
Create an empty set of metanodes: Vc f-- 0
Define metanodes for each terminal:
foreach n E :N do
Create an equi-angular partition of the area A around n with N R sectors vi
such that u~l Vi = A
foreach i E {1, 2, ... , NR} do
Assign terminal nearest ton in vi as relay ri
Assign terminal nearest to ri as destination di
Define the metanode: Mi = {n, ri, di}
vc f-- Mi
Add edge to cc, using eqn. (6.4):
e~·Mi = Ec(~) V t ~ T
e~i,di = Ec(~) V t ~ T

cc f-- e~.Mi, e~i,di

Set of nodes is union of terminals and metanodes:
V f-- VNC U VC C f-- CNC U CC

'

the terminal in the

pth

distance percentile as the destination, and find a terminal near

the halfway-point as the relay. In this manner, we define metanodes to exploit the
cooperative advantage to move larger frames further, in all directions of the network.
This algorithm is formalized in Algorithm 3, and visualized in Figure 6.9 for p = 0. 75.
A plot comparing the throughput differences among these three algorithms is
shown in Figure 6.10. Here, "MH" indicates non-cooperative multihop, the benchmark case. In these trials, N R = 4. Range extension performs poorly, because the
cooperative gain is not great enough to overcome the higher pathloss over long distances. Geographically-equalized metanode definition performs best, and as a result
is the approach we employ throughout the remainder of this thesis.
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Figure 6.8: Metanode selection algorithm applied to one terminal of the network
n E N. If NR = 3, we choose three relays for n. The region is divided into three
sectors {V1, v2 , v3 }, and within each, the nearest terminal is selected as the relay. The
terminal nearest the relay (but not nearer to n, is selected as the destination. In this
way met anodes { M 1, M 2, M 3 } are chosen.

Algorithm 3: Range-Extension Metanode Selection Algorithm
Create the one-to-one map of terminals to nodes:
VNO~N

Assign point-to-point edges: £NO = EN°(P)
Create an empty set of metanodes: V0 ~ 0
Define metanodes for each terminal:
foreach n E N do
Create an equi-angular partition of the area A around n with N R sectors vi
such that u~l Vi = A
foreach i E {1, 2, ... , NR} do
Sequence the Ni terminals in sector vi in, starting with those nearest to
n: {t1,t2, ... tNi}.
Select the nearest terminal in the p percentile tn, such that l ;.i J 2:: p.
Assign as destination di.
Select the terminal nearest to the midway between di and t as the relay
ri·
Define the metanode: Mi = {n, ri, di}
V 0 ~Mi

Add edge to e0 , using eqn. (6.4):
e~·Mi = E 0 (P) V t:::; T
e~i,di = E 0 (P) V t:::; T
"0
n,Mi
Mi ,di
(.; ~ et 'et
L_

Set of nodes is union of terminals and metanodes:
V ~ VNO U

vo ' e ~ £NO U £0
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Figure 6.9: Range Extension definition algorithm visualized, where p = 0. 75. Thus,
cooperative metanodes are defined with the ability to transmit 75% of the maximal
transmission distance from the center terminal.
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multihop benchmark. Geographic metanode definition significantly outperforms the
three techniques.
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6.5.4

Complexity Considerations

The NFIC allocation is cubic in the number of nodes in the NFIC: at each timeslot,

IVI 2 edge updates and lVI node updates. In the worst case, when all links
are used in the route, there are lVI timeslots for which updates are computed. The

we perform

product of these three operations gives the cubic time, O(N3 ) algorithm. Algorithm
2, for assigning metanodes, is performed only once for each network realization. Its
complexity is found as follows: for each terminal, we divide the region into N R sectors,
containing an average of~ terminals. Within each sector, we must execute a sort,
determining the nearest terminal (to act as the relay) and the next-nearest to act as
the destination. On average, the sort requires 0 ( ~ log ~) complexity [13], which
we execute N · N R times. This makes Algorithm 2 linear in 0 (

z; log ~) , leaving the

overall approach dominated by the resource allocation algorithm runtime of O(N3 ).

6.6

Results

We now simulate the previously described network and algorithms. For all simulations, we let the region size A2

=

400 and Poisson intensity .X

=

0.1, resulting in

networks with a mean of 40 terminals per realization. We vary the number of flows
between 1 and 15, and change the pathloss a between 2 (free space) and 4 (urban).
The first example of an NFIC allocation using cooperative metanodes appeared
on the right side of Figure 6.2. In this random network, the allocation for each flow
in the left pane is determined without metanodes, i.e.

v

=

vNc.

On the right,

metanodes are defined in the geographically-equalized manner described above with
N R = 3. With the availability of cooperative links, the NFIC allocation algorithm

was able to move data over longer hops in shorter time, though doing so resulted in
a different data path for each flow. Not all links are cooperative; only those which
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benefit the data flow without causing undue interference. With these parameters,
cooperation increased the data rate for the blue flow from 0.80 to 0.86 b/s/Hz, and
for the red flow from 0.64 to 0.71 b/s/Hz.

6.6.1

Throughput and Power

We now study the benefits of cooperation from a flow throughput view, reporting our
results in Figure 6.11. For these experiments, we randomly realize a network, then
compute throughput for all of the flows without defining metanodes, using the NFIC
allocation technique. This establishes throughput for the point-to-point scenario. We
then define metanodes for the same topology according to the algorithm above, with
N R = 4. A new allocation is computed, and throughput is calculated for all flows

involved. We report the mean increase in the throughput with cooperation employed
over the point to point case, as Tgain = ~ (Tcoop- TNc) /TNc·

We observe that

cooperation benefits throughput at all levels of network load, particularly when load
is high.
When load is light, cooperation benefits only the bottleneck links on the route.
However, when load is high and interference is a limiting factor, cooperation helps
frames overcome that interference to increase the throughput, up to some point at
which the network region is saturated-under these simulation parameters, around
15 flows. The cooperative gain is slightly more pronounced for high pathloss, when
network isolation reduces interference and allows cooperation to offer further benefit. This is because in these environments, cooperation can be used to overcome
both inter-frame interference and high pathloss, whereas interference is the dominant
limiting factor in low pathloss environments.
We next turn our attention to the power consumed when the network is operating
in a cooperative mode. For the throughput results presented above, we compute the
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Figure 6.11: Relative increase in flow throughput when cooperation is made available
through metanodes. Here N R = 4. Even under high network load, cooperation
improves throughput considerably.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of power use for point-to-point and cooperative networks,
define with N R = 4. Isolation in a = 4 requires more power to overcome.
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average amount of power necessary for one frame to traverse between its source and
destination, including relay power if cooperative links are used. Power is optimized
as described in Section 6.4. This is normalized against the throughput contribution
of that frame, so that we are reporting Joules per bit. We compare these averages in
both cooperative and non-cooperative modes, for both a = 2 and a = 4, reporting
our results in Fig. 6.12. We note that in both network environments, the cooperative mode requires slightly more power per bit, since relays are now assisting in
data transmission. The power expenditure is higher in the high pathloss case; it is
being used to overcome spatial isolation. In the cooperative mode, about the same
amount of power per bit of throughput is required in both environments, though the
cooperative mode gives substantially higher throughput, as seen in Figure 6.11.

6.6.2

Use of Cooperative Terminals

Throughput gains are a meaningful metric, but more insight results from studying the
amount of cooperation required to realize these gains. We next look at what fraction
of flows are allocated one or more cooperative links. We simulate 1000 topologies
with the given number of flows, and count the number of flows for which cooperation
was employed. The results are reported in Figure 6.13. As expected, the higher
throughput seen under light load is the result of almost all flows using cooperative
links, and because the flows are uniformly distributed geographically, there are always
about 20% of them which can exploit a cooperative link. For the same reason, about
the same number of flows employ cooperation regardless of the pathloss parameter
(network isolation). While the optimal conditions (distances between terminals) for
cooperation will change with a, the likelihood of a set of terminals meeting those
conditions is independent of it-hence the curves overlap.
We see the pathloss effects when we study the fraction of cooperative links in the
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allocation.

route, reported in Figure 6.14. Fewer cooperative links occur for a

=

4, because the

cooperative advantage in equation (6.4) is dependent on the source-destination link.
The alternative to cooperation is routing through the relay, which- because pathloss
is high- is preferred when a

=

4, unless the relay is in a DF-optimal location; this

happens with less likelihood under high pathloss than low pathloss. However, where
cooperation is used, it offers large gains.

This is why-even though we see fewer

cooperative units employed under high pathloss- the high pathloss environment sees
larger gains from cooperation.

6.7

Remarks

We have studied the problem of incorporating an advanced physical layer techniquecooperation-into a broader network environment. Cooperation when used in isolation
is only advantageous to network performance, but the interference it causes in the
larger network can be damaging to frames of other flows passing nearby. As such,
cooperation cannot be used to its full benefit unless we account for the interference
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it generates, as well as the interference it experiences.
Topological conditions in conjuction with traffic patterns fully dictate when cooperation should be used. We have presented general tools for attacking a topologicallyspecific problem, reporting performance improvements as a result. Our framework
computes schedules and routes, systematically controlling the rate and power of each
cooperative and non-cooperative link. With this representation, we are able to precisely localize the use of cooperation, ensuring that it aids the flow in question without
hindering others. Further, because our technique computes the entire allocation for
a frame, we are able to reduce interference from cooperative links by adjusting the
power use at the three terminals involved- all in polynomial time.
The generality of our approach suggests its use when studying other physical layer
techniques: cooperation with more than one relay, network coding, etc. For each
of these, we look towards distributed implementations of the allocation, executing
NFIC-like algorithms on a local view of the network.
Note that nothing about the representation of cooperative links requires full network knowledge. In particular, the algorithms discussed above are scalable, and will
return at worst an empty set of metanodes for a given terminal. This means that we
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can deploy metanodes in network neighborhoods, as established in Chapter 5. This
allows the cooperative advantage to be delivered on a local scale, as we discuss in the
following unifying chapter.

CHAPTER

7

Conclusions

The main result of our work is the development and characterization of an efficient
resource allocation framework for large networks. As discussed in the Introduction,
we set the goal of determining a resource allocation scheme which could operate in a
variety of network environments, for a variety of optimality criteria, and employing a
plurality of communication technologies.
The preceding chapters have developed our ideas sequentially. We proposed a
general system model, emphasizing spatial and temporal reuse opportunities in large
networks. While we consider a single shared bandwidth here, we can imagine the same
approach generalizing to a system with several bands by adding edges to the NFIC
representing the separate channels. In that case, the NFIC becomes a hypergraph,
requiring minor changes to the algorithms in order to calculate the allocation.
Using the NFIC, we have been able to perform resource allocation in very large
networks in relatively short time: cubic with the number of terminals in the network.
After showing how we are able to distribute this approach, we turned our attention
to our original goal: an efficient method to allocate resources with multiterminal
physical-layer links.
Figure 1.3 depicts how these different information states and physical-layer tech-
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Point-to-Point
Cooperation

Full
0.42, 0.09
0.87, 0.17

Partial
0.05, 0.14
0.05, 0.12

Table 7.1: Throughputs for the two flows shown in Figure 7.1 as a function of network
knowledge and physical layer technology.

nologies may be combined using our common approach, though we have not yet shown
a single example in which all four combinations are considered. To unify these different elements of the work and demonstrate the flexibility of this approach, we now
present the last example of the thesis.

7.1

Unifying Example

In Figure 7.1, we show four panes. Each depicts the same network and the same
two flows, the blue flowing "northward" and the red flowing in the other direction.
The four cases of our allocation are shown in the four panes, representing the four
combinations of network knowledge and physical-layer technologies shown in Figure
1.3.

7 .1.1

Full Information with Non-Cooperative Links

Shown in pane (a) is the allocation computed if the NFIC is fully known, and there
are only point-to-point links in the network. This is the execution of the algorithm
in Chapter 4 with no changes. The result is a more-or-less direct allocation for the
blue flow, and a single transmission for the red flow. The red flow, allocated second,
has only one alternative to the single hop: the terminal to the south-west of its
transmitter. However, with the blue flow receiving a frame at the terminal just north
in the second timeslot, the red flow is power-limited in the second timeslot.
As a result, our algorithm selects the single hop for the red flow. The resulting
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Figure 7.1: Resource allocation under four different paradigms: full information (a) ,
full information with cooperation (b), distributed information (c), distributed information with cooperation (d).
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throughput for these flows is 0.42 and 0.09 b/s/Hz respectively.

7.1.2

Full Information with Cooperation

In pane (b) is the result of allocation with cooperation available, as described in
Chapter 6. Here, we define three relays per terminal, so that the NFIC is four times
larger than it is in pane (a). The red flow is not helped by cooperation, but the
blue flow is considerably. Note in particular that the two longest hops in the noncooperative allocation are now aided by cooperation.
This results in increased throughput for the system, of 0.87 and 0.17 b/s/Hz for
the blue and red flows respectively. Note in particular that the red flow experiences
nearly twice the rate; this is a direct consequence of the power allocation method
detailed in Chapter 6, as it applies to the cooperative link for the blue frame. By
using cooperation, the power required by the blue flow in the first timeslot is lower
than in the point-to-point case, reducing the interference for the red frame. This
results in higher performance.

7 .1.3

Partial Information with Non-Cooperative Links

Pane (c) depicts the result of allocation using partial information, clustering, and
gateway transfers as discussed in Chapter 5.

The blue flow must traverse three

clusters, and is routed optimally within each one although this is evident only in
blue cluster. Here the blue cluster allocates the frame, unaware that the 6th hop will
bottleneck the rate on this frame. The red frame now requires three hops, but this
is the minimum given the topology and clustering: one hop to and from the gateway
terminals, and then one hop across the gateway link itself.
The throughput here are worse than in the full-information case for the blue flow,
0.05 and 0.14 b/s/Hz. Here, throughput for the red flow actually increases over the
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full information case. This is an interesting scenario; in the full-information case, the
red flow is prevented from transmitting in timeslots 2 and 3 due to the presence of
the blue flow. However, since its presence is not known with partial information, the
red flow is able to use a higher-throughput multi-hop route. This increases its own
throughput, but at substantial cost to the performance of the blue flow.
However, it is important to note that the max-min throughput declined in as
consequence of the distributed allocation. Here the minimum is 0.05 b/s/Hz, while it
was 0.09 in the full information case. So while we see an increase in the performance
of one flow, overall-fair performance declined.

7 .1.4

Partial Information with Cooperation

In pane (d), we synthesize our techniques from this thesis: here we have distributed
information, but cooperative links are permitted within each cluster. The results are

as we expect: the longest legs on each frame are aided by cooperation where possible:
within the green cluster for the red frame and within the blue cluster for the blue
frame.
The throughput results here are 0.05 and 0.14 b/s/Hz. Here, throughput for
the blue flow is the same as in the partial-information point-to-point case, since the
cooperative link does not improve performance over the bottleneck link in timeslot 7.
The same is true for cooperation in the red flow; it does not alleviate the subsequent
bottleneck link.
This example summarizes our contributions in this thesis: an extensible and flexible framework for resource allocation in a large variety of network environments,
allowing for the fine grained study (in both space and time) of how data frames
interact with each other and the network charged with their transmission.
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7.2

Concluding Remarks

In this work, we have answered the questions and addressed the issues surrounding
resource allocation in a multifl.ow wireless networks. Our results lie in three key areas:
• System Modeling
• Decomposition
• Algorithm Design
In the vein of system modeling, we developed an information-communication
model which, under mild conditions, may be used to represent a wide variety of
physical-layer technologies. Our model hinges on information-theoretic modeling of
links between terminals, which is a function of a single parameter: power available at
each terminal.
We have developed a graphical model of network activity capturing both temporal
and spatial interactions of frames. We term this model the Network Flow Interaction
Chart (NFIC), because it captures the interactions of frames and the terminals handling them in both space and time. The model is general and extensible, though in
this work we have considered only a fully connected network without any backhauled
access-points.
Based on this model, we have developed a decomposition technique for the problem, along with an efficient dynamic programming algorithm to solve each of the
sub-problems. This results in a per-frame complexity of O(N3 ) time, well below the
NP complexity of examining each possible route. Further, because we consider only
a single frame at a time, we resolve the convexity issue in the mixed-integer program;
the allocation for one frame is strictly convex with high probability, permitting the
deployment of fast and efficient dynamic programming techniques.
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7.3

Future Directions

We have studied a particular instance of the resource allocation problem in large
networks. Our work has been made as intentionally general as possible, so as to apply
to a variety of different environments and optimization objectives. In the future, it
would be possible to deploy NFIC techniques in the following environments:

• Generalized Multiterminal Schemes. The generality of our NFIC, specificallythe nodes in the NFIC-allows us to represent any multiterminal physical layer
scheme as an individual routing options, provided it has an information theoretic
(or at minimum, single-variable) representation. The study of these techniques
in broader networks may be facilitated by our technique.

• Mesh Networks. Mesh networks have access points with near-infinite bandwidth between them. These can be modeled as special nodes in the NFIC,
with special edges. When designing where to install these access terminals,
NFIC methods may shed light on relative optimality of different geographical
deployments for a given user model.

• Bidirectional Communication. How do frames flowing in both directions
interact with other, how does that affect route multiplicity? Here, we have
considered unidirectional flows. When frames flow in two directions, they will
be directly interfering with each other. NFIC techniques can help design routing
protocols and collision management schemes taking advantage of spatial and
temporal resource gaps.

• Queuing Models. Adding frames queued at terminals changes the weights of
edges, and can lead to an implementation of the backpressure algorithm on the
NFIC.
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This is just a partial list of potential adaptations and extensions of our work in the
area of wireless communications. The mixed-integer, non-convex model we study here
appears in a wide variety of application settings. We conclude by mentioning some
of the problem classes which may be attacked by NFIC methods, provided a good
characterization of the problem's structure is available. These examples all assume a
temporal axis, although this is by no means a limiting criterion for use of the NFIC.

• Supply-delivery Scheduling and Routing. This application is most similar
to our model: the integer program is the binary state of a delivery vehicle, the
terminals are supply depots, and the continuous program is the amount of a
commodity transferred. This is often termed the Multi-commodity flow problem
in the operational research community, in which the objective is to minimize
total time en-route, or total shipping cost.

• Airline and Crew Scheduling. Building on the previous model; the integer program is the scheduling (or not) of a particular jetliner to a particular
destination in some time period. The continuous program is the number of
passengers (or crews) required aboard the plane, which may be generalized using a cost function depending on the type of aircraft, length of the flight, etc.
The objective may be to minimize total operating costs, or maximize passenger
throughput between some set of origin-destination cities. A similar problem is

air traffic control, in which several aircraft must be scheduling for landing on
any of a number of different runways at an airport. Here, collisions are literally
fatal, and we may wish to minimize total fuel burnt on approach or time spent
in a holding pattern.

• Portfolio Management. Here, the integer program is the holding status of
a security, i.e. whether it is included in the portfolio. The continous program
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is therefore the amount of money invested in the holding. A good (or at least,
more reliable than chance) statistical forecast model is required for this scenario,
such that the interactions of different portfolio assets can be studied several time
periods ahead of the present. Here, the objective may be to either minimize
risk exposure (diversification) or to maximize profit by exploiting arbitrage opportunities.

• Medical Drug Interaction. Perhaps the most interesting example, here we
consider an integer program of drug administration over some time steps (possibly hours). The objective function may be as simple as a patient's temperature,
or as complex as the proliferation of a cancer. By modeling how the administration of different medications, at different times, and in different combinations
affects a patient's body, our techniques can be used to chart an optimal course
of treatment. As in the previous case, this requires a detailed and reliable characterization of the drugs in question and their effect on the patient at various
time horizons.
We expect that the insights gained in this thesis will shed light on solution techniques for these types of problems, though with considerable adaptation of our approach required. Such adaptation will need to be specific to the problem at hand, and
will require a detailed knowledge of how the different elements of the model interact
with each other. In our case, it was through the SINR term of Shannon's logarithmic
equation. Once that interaction has been accurately characterized, our techniques
offer fast methods of computing near-optimal solutions to a large class of NP-Hard
problems.
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